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“When the prison doors are opened,
the real dragon will fly out”
Ho Chi Minh

Revolutionary Greetings,
Welcome to our National Jericho Movement Newsletter. Thank you to all of our members and affiliates who
contribute critical information regarding our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War as well as updates on activities,
events, and actions. Moving forward, we stand in fierce determination and solidarity to free our remaining
Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War still languishing behind the dungeon walls. Our shared vision is that we
will reach a time in this country (and others) wherein there will be no more Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War.
We envision the day when they all will walk free and into the arms of their families—who have been waiting for
decades. We hope you join us in making this a reality.
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“We ask for nothing that is not ours by right, and herein lies the great
moral power of our demand.”
Paul Robeson
Current Work and Progress
Jericho actively maintains direct connections with our Political Prisoners by visiting or writing them monthly.
We also maintain contact with and assist their families. We monitor health & legal status and provide support
and intervention. We hold political education classes, table at events, travel to give presentations, interviews
and speak on radio shows.
We are actively involved in collaborating with and supporting other organizations and events which are in
alignment with our missions and values to break down walls of injustice, racism, oppression, and Free our
Political Prisoners. Jericho meetings and teleconferences occur during the month nationwide.
We are also focusing on the campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela”, raising funds to support our PP’s, and
addressing health and legal issues. We are assisting our comrades who have finally come home, and we are
actively monitoring the Covid-19 prison crisis by keeping track of latest developments and statistics. We have
been attending many online meetings, calls to action, as well as strategizing on gaining the release of our
Political Prisoners. Lastly, we hope you will connect with some of our powerful allies who are hosting events
and Calls to Action (past and future). As you can see, there are many “boots on the ground”! Free Em All!!

Chairperson’s Corner
Please Check Back Next Month

Jericho Highlights and Tributes
CONGRATULATIONS ON A SUCCESSFUL CLEMENCY CAMPAIGN FOR DAVID GILBERT!

“Late this afternoon, in the final hours of his governorship, Andrew. M. Cuomo granted clemency to David
Gilbert. David’s sentence was commuted, making him immediately eligible to appear before the New York State
Parole Board, which has the power to free him. David joins us in a heartfelt expression of thanks for all of your
amazing and generous responses in the eleventh hour that led to this success. This success belongs to you.
The letters, phone calls, social media posts, Op-eds, and emails all added up to an outpouring of support for
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clemency for David. And your voices were heard! We are grateful to Governor Cuomo for the commutation and
the opportunity that David now has, for the first time, to make his case to the Board, and to express his
remorse for the lives lost and families unalterably harmed.
The governor also granted clemency today to five other people: Paul Clark, Greg Mingo, Bobby Ehrenberg,
Ulysses Boyd, and Lawrence Penn. Along with the clemency granted to Jon-Adrian (J.J.) Velazquez, that means
that four of the group of five including David, will now be free. We also express our hopes that many others
inside will be so fortunate as to receive clemency. Stay tuned for further news about how to support David
through the next steps of his journey, or find the latest information at www.friendsofdavidgilbert.org” .

Tribute to Black August & Jalil Muntaqim Aug 26
By Carlito Rovira

“As a tribute to Black August, I present my latest art piece, a portrait of former political prisoner Jalil Muntaqim.
Jalil was a member of the Black Panther Party and the Black Liberation Army (BLA). On August 28, 1971, Jalil
was arrested and convicted supposedly for killing an NYPD officer. But the evidence used against him was
flawed on many levels.
Since his incarceration at 19 years of age, and after being released from prison in 2020, nearly 50 years.
Coincidentally, Jalil's release came in the midst of widespread demonstrations throughout the country
condemning systemic racism and continual murders of unarmed Black people by police.
Today, brother Jalil remains a firm believer in the struggle for the emancipation of the African American people.
Jalil Muntaqim is a revolutionary and freedom fighter of the oppressed.
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This painting was commissioned by Ann Jaffe, on behalf of the National Jericho Movement, an advocacy group
fighting for the freedom of all political prisoners. The portrait is 24" X 30, acrylic paint on canvas. FREE ALL
POLITICAL PRISONERS!---Carlito Rovira”

Spirit of Mandela Tribunal: DEADLINE CHANGE: Program Book Announcement.
Please take out your ads for this historic event soon!
Program Book Announcement: We are announcing the acceptance of advertisements for a program book to be
produced for the October 2021 Tribunal. All groups who have endorsed the project at the level of a “Sponsoring
Organization” ($500 or more) will receive a complimentary full page Black and White ad (or a reduction in the
cost of a color ad). For all others the rate for advertisements is:
Black and White:
Full-page ad (7.5 inches wide by 10 inches high) $200
Half-page ad (7.5 inches wide by 4.75 inches high) $125
Quarter-page ad (3.5 inches wide by 4.75 inches high) $75
Eighth-page ad (3.5 inches wide by 2.0 inches high) $50
Color:
Full-page ad (7.5 inches wide by 10 inches high) $400
Half-page ad (7.5 inches wide by 4.75 inches high) $250
Quarter-page ad (3.5 inches wide by 4.75 inches high) $150
Eighth-page ad (3.5 inches wide by 2.0 inches high) $100
We have extended the deadline for submission of ads to Midnight Eastern time on October 4, 2021. All ad copy
should be sent photo ready (.pdf, .jpeg, or other photo format, at least 300 dpi) as an attachment to an email
message. Send the email to spiritofmprbook@gmail.com. In the body of your message indicate that payment
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has been made, naming the individual from whom it was received. Ads must be accompanied by payment. You
can make your payment at https://spiritofmandela.org/journal-book-ads/. The website will return you to the
original submission form once your ad has been submitted. PLEASE DO NOT FILL OUT THE FORM AGAIN! When
you submit your ad copy expect an acknowledgment. If you do not receive an acknowledgment within a short
period it means your email was not received and you should resubmit.
Running Down the Walls Sept 12
Congratulations to Karpani Burns (SF Bay View and Oakland Jericho) who completed a solo
“Running Down the Walls” in Arcata, CA for our Political Prisoners, and finished at 5.7 miles!!!!

Political Prisoners/POWs Updates
1. Medical
-Iman Jamil Al-Amin has had surgery on his eyes and is now able to see! (See “News/Articles/Updates for
details).
- Ed Poindexter: Ed was denied by the medical doctors to be recommended for his kidney transplant as they
didn't think that he would survive. He is on dialysis six days a week.
2. Legal
-David Gilbert: Just hours before leaving office, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo granted clemency to five men,
including the commutation of the 75-years-to-life sentence of David Gilbert.
-Ed Poindexter: Ed has withdrawn his Commutation packet according to the governor's office. Jericho to follow
up.
-Ruchell “Cinque” Magee: On July 15, 2021, Ruchell “Cinque” Magee was denied parole for the 13th time.
3. Other-N/A

Political Prisoners/POWs Birthdays: Please Send a Card!
September Birthdays!
Leonard Peltier (ANISHINAABE/LAKOTA)-Birthday: September 12
American Indian Movement -ANISHINAABE/LAKOTA
Contact Information/Prison Address
#89637-132 USP Coleman I, P.O. Box 1033, Coleman, FL 33521, United States
Affiliation: American Indian Movement
Captured: Feb. 6, 1976- 2 life sentences
"You do not have the ability to see that the Government must suppress the fact that there
is a growing anger amongst Indian people and that native Americans will resist any further
encroachment by the military forces of the capitalist Americans."
http://www.whoisleonardpeltier.info Author
Maumin Khabir-(AKA MELVIN MAYES)-Birthday: September 15
Muslim- Republic of New Afrika
Contact Information/Prison Address
#09891-000--Federal Medical Center Rochester
P.O. Box 4000, Rochester, MN 55903 United States
Captured:1986: In Exile 9 yrs. Captured 1995: Life sentence
“Mayes claims that he has been "A citizen of the sovereign Republic of New Afrika" and that
his "secession from the United States of America is the motivating factor behind the
government's prosecution" and has no criminal basis. Mayes asks the court to recognize him
"as a political prisoner in accordance with the Geneva Conventions of 1949 and Protocol 1."
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August Birthdays!
Bill Dunne: Birthday: August 3
Class War Prisoner
Contact Information/Prison Address
#10916-086 FCI Victorville Medium I, P.O. Box 3725
Adelanto, CA 92301 United States
Captured: 1979. Release date: 2043
"I am a collectivist, long having recognized that in numbers there is strength and capability
and security and satisfaction. There is more humanity in cooperation than in isolation…
With mutual struggle, we can forge the diverse elements of our side of the barricade into a
powerful weapon against the depredations of imperial capital. It can be the tool of
emancipation from exploitation and oppression of that class enemy that afflict us all." Bill Dunne is an antiauthoritarian sentenced to 90 years for the attempted liberation of an anarchist prisoner in 1979.” See
https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/bill-dunne
Hanif Shabazz Bey* Birthday: August 6, 1950
VIRGIN ISLAND 5
Contact Information/Prison Address
#5161331, Citrus County Correctional Facility
2604 West Woodland Ridge Drive, Lecanto, FL 34461, United States
Address envelope to Beaumont Gereau #5161331
CAPTURED 1972--8 LIFE SENTENCES
A history of the "Virgin Island Five", a group of activists accused of murdering eight people
in the U.S. Virgin Islands. The murders took place during a turbulent period of rebellion on the Islands. The
island was put under virtual martial law, and eventually five men: Ismail Ali, Warren (Aziz) Ballantine, Meral
(Malik) Smith, Raphael (Kwesi) Joseph, and Hanif Shabazz Bey were apprehended and then charged with the
attack. All the men were known supporters of the Virgin Island independence movement. The five were
charged after being subjected to vicious torture, in order to extract confessions. They were beaten, hung from
their feet and necks from trees, subject to electric shocks with "cattle prods", had plastic bags tied over their
heads and had water forced up their noses by the "defenders of the law." Eventually, the five went to trial in
what became known as the "Fountain Valley" murder trial. This was an obvious Kangaroo Court and a mockery
of any sense of a fair trial. On August 13, 1973, each of the five men convicted and sentenced to eight (8)
consecutive life terms. Today, Warren (Aziz) Ballantine, Meral (Malik) Smith, and Hanif Shabazz Bey are all
confined in federal prisons. Ismail Ali was liberated to Cuba via an airplane hijacking in 1984. Raphael (Kwesi)
Joseph was granted a pardon by the V.I. governor in 1992. Six years later Kwesi was mysteriously found dead of
poison-laced drug overdose, after it was said that he was about to reveal evidence that would have exonerated
at least one or more defendants.” http://abcf.net/abc/pdfs/vi5.pdf
Mutulu Shakur- Birthday : August 8, 1950
REPUBLIC OF NEW AFRICA POLITICAL PRISONER
Contact Information/Prison Address
#83205-012, FMC Lexington, P.O. Box 14500, Lexington, KY 40512
Captured: 1986: Sentenced to 60 years.
“There is a need for a Truth and Reconciliation Commission in the U.S. to resolve the history
of slavery, oppression, racism, segregation, lynching and the issue of political prisoners of the
Civil Rights Black Liberation Struggle who fought against these gross human rights abuses.
The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was also a process set up in South Africa to redress
the gross violations of human rights by the apartheid regime. It was a tool to assist a peaceful transition to a
democratic society but public acknowledgement of the gross human rights abuses by the government and its
agent…The idea of crimes against humanity comes under International Law and the Geneva Convention
adopted by the world at the U.N. the liability of such violators lies on nations as well as individuals who fight
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against the violators of human rights.” See https://www.thejerichomovement.com/profile/shakur-mutulu and
http://mutulushakur.com

Russell Maroon Shoats-Birthday: August 23, 1943
Black Unity Council-Black Liberation Army
Contact Information/Prison Address
Smart Communications / PADOC/SCI Fayette
Russell Shoats AF3855, PO Box 33028, St. Petersburg, FL 33733
Affiliation: Black Unity Council-Back Panther Party, Black Liberation Army
Captured: 1970-Life.
“Russell Maroon Shoatz is a dedicated community activist, founding member of the Black
Unity Council, former member of the Black Panther Party and soldier in the Black
Liberation Army. He is serving multiple life sentences as a U.S.-held prisoner of war.” See
http://russellmaroonshoats.wordpress.com

The National Jericho Movement sends
our Beloved PP’s/POW’s
Love, Respect, and Honor
as we Celebrate your Birthday
with Continued hope and Determination for Freedom...Now!

Former & Current Political Prisoner Voices
How many knew of the African flower
by PP Michael Green
How many knew of the African flower that spring from African soil lustrous, rich, and dark like oil, continuous in
flow and everlasting in glow.
How many knew of the African flower that grew from what once was the most fertile ground, and blossom into
a rare unique Royal Splendor that is only found in the Motherland!
How many knew of the African flower that spring from Saharan soil, grew and grew. A divine black hue, so
true...
How many knew of an African flower? So simple yet so noble and royal, soulful, sultry, stunning, and exotic with
her Majestic charm and Grace.
She is sure to bring joy and a smile to every face that approaches her. This beautiful flower used to be found
within 11- million miles of African ground, now this African flower is global, and still very noble ... How many
really knew of the African flower!
12/3/1996
By Michael Green
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A People’s Tribunal will try crimes against the people on the October 2021 International Tribunal Against the
US Government by Kevin ‘Rashid’ Johnson Aug 25
(Photo “We Still Charge Genocide” – Art: Kevin ‘Rashid’ Johnson)

“How often have the millions of us who’ve suffered
the tortured abuse of U.S. imprisonment heard
officials self-righteously sermonize that we must
accept responsibility for our accused crimes? Well, so
too must they.
We call on everyone, especially young people, to give
all possible attention and support to the planned
historic events of Oct. 22-25, 2021. During that
weekend, an international tribunal will be held
against the U.S. government for its crimes against
humanity, human rights violations, and crime of
genocide in its treatment of Black, Brown and
Indigenous people. US judging others while
immunizing itself from Amerika holds the world’s
largest prison population and has spearheaded many
high profile international prosecutions of others for human rights violations and war crimes. Despite this
appearance of criminal intolerance and imposing accountability on others for running afoul of the laws, the U.S.
government has systematically shielded itself from liability for its own crimes. It has also gone so far as to
destroy the lives of and murder independent Black leaders like Paul Robeson and Malcolm X, who have
attempted to have it answer for its crimes before an international forum….” See
https://sfbayview.com/2021/08/a-peoples-tribunal-will-try-crimes-against-the-people-on-the-october-2021international-tribunal-against-the-us-government/

From One to Another
“We are grateful to include a recent letter sent to NYC ABC by Virgin Islands III political prisoner Malik
Smith, in support of Sundiata Acoli.”
Sept 6-2021
“To NYC ABC
I want to honor and pay tribute to all the PP/POW's who are still in prison now seeking their release. I want
to particularly address the article written by Rev. Lukata Mjumbe in the June 28, 2021 []NYC ABC]
newsletter entitled "It's Time to Release Sundiata Acoli," because I know Sundiata personally and have had
the opportunity to learn a lot from him while serving time with him at Allenwood Federal Penitentiary in
Pennsylvania during late 1994 to early 1996. Though I am also going through similar treatments as
Sundiata, being locked up over 48 years myself, it grieves my heart to read year after year how Sundiata
has been denied his release from imprisonment even now at 84 years of age. I mean even after "He has
expressed deep remorse and regret and has taken full responsibility for his actions that fateful night almost
50 years ago," and I know for a fact that he lived an upright honest life in prison, so what makes him
ineligible to get his release, when government and public officials always talking about education is the key
to success and religious preachers say, "The truth shall set you free." So Sundiata has fulfilled those
requirements and still he is not granted what he deserves. What about all the love and forgiveness
government officials always preaching? Like I said, I am also experiencing similar treatments and I have
some health problems myself, but I am just 70 years of age, so at 84 Sundiata's release is warranted now.
RELEASE SUNDIATA ACOLI NOW. It's really good to see the support he is getting and I pray he gets
out soon. Jaan Lamaan and Kazi Toure, a shout out to both of you personally also. Sundiata, remember no
matter what, never give up or surrender. Much thanks to all those who are supporting Sundiata.
Your friend and comrade,
Field Marshall-Malik (V-I-3)”
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“P.S. I have been imprisoned since September 7, 1972 and I have never been given a parole hearing in all
that time, so I truly understand truly understand how they dealing with Sundiata” See
https://www.abcf.net/blog/nyc-abc-political-prisoner-updates-9-7-21/

Community Calls for Action
Emergency calls needed for Shaka Shakur Aug 17
“Urgent Action Alert: Shaka Shakur (Virginia #1996207, Indiana #135647) is a politically active prisoner and a
long-term militant of the Back liberation movement in the US. He has done incredible work over his decades of
incarceration in organizing fellow prisoners, including leading one of the longest prisoner hunger strikes (37
days) in US history. in 1992 at the Supermax prison in Westville, Indiana. In December of 2018 Shaka was
forced into domestic exile by being removed from the State of Indiana and forcibly relocated in the State of
Virginia Dept. of Corrections as part of an "inter-state" transfer designed to neutralize his activism in Indiana.
He is currently approaching his 20th year of captivity for the alleged attempted murder of a police officer in
Gary, Indiana-- a wrongful conviction. We are continuing our request for calls from last week. As of Monday
8/16, Shaka Shakur has been on HUNGER STRIKE FOR 7 DAYS. And now we have reason to believe that his life
may be in danger. He has been moved into population and is being labeled as a snitch by prison staff in order
to turn other prisoners against him.
We need people to call: Virginia Governor Northam, Governor Northam-8047862211, press 1. For email:
https://www.governor.virginia.gov/.../communicating-with.../ Mr. Harold Clarke, VDOC Director VDOC Main
Office, 804-674-3000, press 0 for receptionist, ask for Harold Clarke, Email: DOCmail@vadoc.virginia.gov
email for Harold Clarke: HAROLD.CLARKE@VADOC.VIRGINIA.GOV . Governor Holcomb of Indiana: 317-2324567 and IDOC Commissioner Robert Carter: 317-233-6984
Script: "I am calling regarding Shaka Shakur Virginia #1996207, Indiana #135647. Mr. Shakur is was transferred
from Indiana 3 years ago via the Interstate Compact. Since he has been transferred, Virginia has failed to
comply with their end of the contract. He has routinely been deprived of his property, he has been prevented
from continuing his ongoing litigation, has not received medical care required for his documented medical
conditions, and is currently in physical danger from elements inside Buckingham Correctional Facility. Mr.
Shakur is currently on hunger strike to protest these conditions. I am requesting that Mr. Shakur immediately
be returned to Indiana as per his request."
ACTIONS: This Black August, show your support for Black political prisoners. Aug 17
“We’re midway through Black August, a revolutionary tradition launched in the 1970s and dedicated to
honoring, commemorating, and supporting the countless freedom fighters who have sacrificed their lives in the
struggle for Black liberation. Many Black organizers and activists have been targeted and vilified in attempts to
dissuade the movement for Black liberation. Many of them have lost their freedoms for speaking out against
white supremacy and state violence. Some leaders who fought hard for a future in defense of Black lives have
spent decades in prison. We have not been deterred in our efforts to achieve Black liberation, but as we
continue the fight to free ourselves, we must uplift our comrades’ sacrifice and struggle.” “We as a community
must show our love and support for incarcerated comrades who have fought so hard for our movement. Join
us now, and for the rest of month, as we lift up a few of the many petitions for clemency and fundraising
campaigns of Black political prisoners currently experiencing the indignity and harm of incarceration:
Reverend Joy Powell: https://www.freejoypowell.org/support/
Sundiata Acoli: https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/bring-sundiata-home
Ashley Diamond: https://www.freeashleydiamond.com/petition.html
Dr. Mutulu Shakur: https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/grant-clemency-for-dr-mutulu-shakur-afather-grandfather-healer-human-rights-activist
Comrade Alyssa: https://www.gofundme.com/f/comrade-alyssas-support-fund
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We will one day tear down the cages that have held our comrades for so long. But for now, we will do all we
can to ensure our love and support help sustain them in this fight. Join us in bringing them love. Join us in
bringing them justice. In solidarity, Movement for Black Lives.
PS - Looking for more ways to get involved, check out these resources provided by the Malcolm X Grassroots
Movement: The National Jericho Movement, Free the Land MXGM”
Dr. Aafia Siddiqui Attacked at FMC Carswell. TAKE ACTION! Aafia Siddiqui calls for public support after
enduring serious assault in Texas prison Aug 19
“Pakistani neuroscientist Aafia Siddiqui is calling for public
support after suffering a serious violent assault by an
inmate at FMC Carswell in Fort Worth, Texas. On July 30,
2021, CAGE received disturbing reports from her lawyers
that Aafia Siddiqui was attacked in her cell by an inmate
who had been harassing her for some time, and who
smashed a coffee mug filled with scalding hot liquid into
her face. Shocked by the violent assault and in excruciating
pain, Dr Siddiqui curled into a fetal position to protect
herself. She was unable to get up after the assault and had
to be taken out of the cell in a wheelchair. Dr. Siddiqui has
been placed in administrative solitary confinement for an
unspecified period of time.” “Marwa Elbially of Elbially Law
Office, PLLC told CAGE:
“During my last visit with Dr. Siddiqui I was shocked to see
visible burns around her eyes, an approximately 3 inch scar
near her left eye, a wound on her right cheek covered in
toothpaste and a small piece of paper, and bruises on her right arm and legs. Moreover, she was in an orange
jumpsuit as she had been placed in the administrative unit. It is important that we receive reassurance that Dr.
Siddiqui is not punished for being a victim of a vicious assault and is safe from future attacks.” See
https://www.cage.ngo/aafia-siddiqui-calls-for-public-support-after-enduring-serious-assault-in-texas-prison.
“(DALLAS, TX, 8/18/2021) – The Dallas-Fort-Worth chapter of the Council on American-Islamic Relations (CAIRDFW), a chapter of the nation's largest Muslim civil rights and advocacy organization, today called on the
Federal Medical Center (FMC) in Carswell, a United States federal prison in Fort-Worth, to ensure the safety of
Dr. Aafia Siddiqui after another inmate allegedly brutally attacked her and to release her from solitary
confinement. CAIR-DFW is also calling on the prison to ensure Dr. Siddiqui’s attorney can continue to regularly
meet with her client.
Only July 30, 2021, Dr. Aafia Siddiqui was reportedly attacked in her cell by another inmate. The inmate
smashed a coffee mug filled with scalding hot liquid into Dr. Siddiqui’s face. After the attack, Dr. Siddiqui was
unable to get up and was taken out of her cell in a wheelchair. Since the attack, Dr. Siddiqui was forced into
solitary confinement which she remains in until today. Her lawyer, Marwa Elbially, has been meeting in person
with Dr. Siddiqui since January 2021 after several years of silence from her and the US authorities, in which the
public and her family doubted whether she was still alive. Dr. Siddiqui is a Pakistani born Neuroscientist who
received her degree from Brandeis University. She is a mother of three who was unjustly convicted of a crime
that she did not commit and given an 86-year federal sentence. "The fact that I'm not blind is a miracle from
Allah," said Dr. Aafia Siddiqui over the phone to her attorney. SEE: Aafia Siddiqui: A Case of Lies and
Inconsistencies Report https://www.cage.ngo/product/aafia-siddiqui-a-case-of-lies-and-inconsistencies-report
“We’re calling on FMC and the federal government to ensure the safety of Dr. Siddiqui, who we believe is
unjustly imprisoned for a crime that she did not commit,” said Faizan Syed Executive Director of CAIR-DFW.
“Dr. Siddiqui repeatedly complained that she was being harassed by the other inmate, but FMC did not take it
seriously, which directly led to this attack.” CAIR’s mission is to protect civil rights, enhance understanding of
Islam, promote justice, and empower American Muslims. CONTACT: CAIR-DFW Executive Director Faizan Syed,
(469)290-2909, faizan@cairdfw.org
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From National Jericho Chair Jihad Abdulmumit:
“This is absolutely unacceptable. Under the Geneva Convention, the authority holding a prisoner is responsible
for her welfare. Please call FMC Carswell to express concern about Dr. Aafia Siddiqui #90279-054. Phone for
FMC Carswell: 817-782-4000”
SUPPORT NEEDED: Lakota People's Law Project: Congress now pushing Biden to stop Line 3 Aug 19
“Sending you best wishes from the Line 3 frontline in Minnesota. I’m encouraged to report that nearly 30 highprofile national lawmakers have responded to grassroots pressure and sent a joint letter to President Biden. It
urges the White House to ensure a full environmental assessment of the Line 3 tar sands pipeline, which is
damaging sensitive wetlands in the midst of the ever-worsening climate emergency. We on the frontlines are
grateful we’re being heard. Our team is doing all we can to protect our sacred homelands — and your support
is essential. Please give to lift up our #StopLine3 resistance. We need food, fuel, equipment, and supplies to
remain effective. We now have just a matter of weeks to convince the Biden administration to end the
desecration of our lands and waterways. We won’t go away — but this pipeline must. Help us stay in its path
every single day.” To donate: https://action.lakotalaw.org/action/donate
Phone zap for Eric King! Let's End Eric's Mail Ban! Aug 19

“Eric King is a 35-year-old political prisoner who is being severely singled out by the federal Bureau of Prisons
for abusive and illegal treatment. He has been in solitary confinement for 1,000 days+ and all contact with the
outside has been cut off or severely restricted. He cannot receive/send mail, make phone calls, or get visits
except for very limited contact with his attorney, mother, and wife. Eric NEEDS our help now.
On August 19 & 20th from 9am-5pm Mountain Time, call & email to demand that Eric King (#27090-045) be
allowed phone, mail, and visit contact with the outside world, just like all other federal prisoners:
Barb von Blanckensee, Director, North Central Region, Bureau of Prisons (BOP): (913) 621-3939, NCROExecAssistant@bop.gov
Bullet points when calling/emailing:
·
It is known that Eric has been consistently targeted with physical and emotional torture because of his
political views.
·
It is absolutely wrong that he cannot receive/send mail, make phone calls, or get visits except for very
limited contact with his attorney, mother, and wife. These are basic rights--even in federal prison.
·
This retaliation against Eric must stop!!!
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Free Imam Jamil Rally Aug 19th
“This past weekend we journeyed to Tucson, Arizona where Imam Jamil Al-Amin (H. Rap Brown) is being held in
a maximum security prison for a crime that someone else has admitted to. He has spent the majority of his
time in solitary confinement over the past 20 years. The first action item is to move him back to a Georgia
federal prison, then secure his freedom inshaAllah. Please visit freeimamjamil.com for the email/call template
to transfer Imam Jamil and donate to his legal defense. It only takes a few minutes for a man who has spent
his whole life sacrificing for others.” See https://linktr.ee/freeimamjamil and
https://www.facebook.com/freeimamjamil
Stand in solidarity with prisoners for human rights Aug 21
“American prisons are in crisis -- exploding with COVID-19 cases -- and there are reports of the pandemic being
weaponized against prisoners.¹ We must not turn a blind eye to the plight of those inside; they are calling for
renewed action under this new presidential administration. In the spirit of solidarity with prisoners during the
month of Black August,² RootsAction is amplifying the call of “Shut ‘Em Down 2021” to end legal slavery.³
You can stand in solidarity with prisoners by adding your name to the call to amend the 13th Amendment.
On August 21, the assassination anniversary of freedom fighter George Jackson, people will be mobilizing
across the country around these objectives derived from the 2018 national prisoners strike demands:⁴
Sign the petition now to demand an end to prison slavery: https://diy.rootsaction.org/petitions/end-legalslavery-in-u-s-prisons”
Washington DC. Let’s Talk About Political Prisoners Protest in the Spirit of Abolition! Aug 21

See shutemdown.com
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50th Anniversary Black August Commemoration at San Quentin Prison West Gate 8/21, 11 a.m. Aug 21
“Artivists and prisoners’ rights activists will meet at the
Larkspur Ferry parking lot at 10 a.m.The Hunger Striking
for True Freedom Tour of KAGE Universal, along with
allies and supporters, will gather on Saturday, Aug. 21, 11
a.m., at the West Gate of San Quentin Prison, in San
Rafael, to commemorate Black August with a
“Remembering George Jackson Arts and Culture
Demonstration.” Jackson was an incarcerated Black
Panther Party leader and revolutionary who was
assassinated by San Quentin guards 50 years ago, on
Aug. 21, 1971.
Protesters will march from the Larkspur Ferry Parking Lot
at 10:30 a.m. to the West Gate of San Quentin, where a
rally and cultural event will be held. Various artists, such
as Mistah F.A.B., Cousin P. and Timbucktu, as well as
prisoners’ rights advocates will bring attention to Black
August and the continuing struggle of Black prisoners in
California for justice and freedom. They will especially
focus on the struggle to release the historic California
hunger strikers, who spent decades in solitary
confinement and are the creators of the Black August
Memorial and Black August Resistance…” See
https://sfbayview.com/2021/08/black-august-rally-andconcert-at-west-gate-of-san-quentin-prison-saturdayaug-21-11-a-m/

Email/Call Template to Bring Imam Jamil Back to Georgia Aug 23
“To: GRA-DSC-PolicyCorrespondence@bop.gov; TCP/ExecAssistant@bop.gov; timothy.ward@gdc.ga.gov
Subject Line: Request to Transfer Imam Jamil to United States Penitentiary (USP) Atlanta.
Dear Designation and Sentence Computation Center Staff, USP Tucson Officials, and Georgia Department of
Corrections Commissioner Timothy Ward, I am writing to request the transfer of Imam Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin,
Register Number: 99974-555, from United States Penitentiary (USP) Tucson to USP Atlanta, Georgia, where
Imam Jamil will be able to directly participate in the ongoing review of his case. The Conviction Integrity Unit, a
division under the newly elected Fulton County District Attorney Fani Willis’ office, has the authority to
exonerate Imam Jamil. His lack of physical representation during this process is hindering a fair opportunity for
his justice. Imam Jamil has the potential to be exonerated and freed nearly twenty one years after his wrongful
conviction for a crime that another man has repeatedly admitted to committing.
Imam Jamil is currently 77 years old and in deteriorating health conditions. He has become legally blind and has
suffered from cancer, dental problems, smoldering myeloma, and strokes. Imam Jamil deserves to be reunited
with his family, legal counsel, and supporters who are 1700 miles away from him during his feeble age. Though
he is a state of Georgia prisoner, Imam Jamil was secretly transferred, without knowledge of his family or legal
counsel, from Georgia State Prison in Reidsville, Georgia into the custody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons in
2007, even though he has not been charged, convicted, or sentenced for a federal crime. For all the reasons
mentioned, we request an immediate transfer of Imam Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin to a federal facility in Atlanta,
GA to be closer to his family and legal counsel during the Imam’s old age and process for retrial. This request is
in the public interest of all those who stand for justice and human rights.
Sincerely, (Insert Name).
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CALL TEMPLATE BEGINS: Federal Bureau of Prisons Grand Prairie Office: Designation and Sentence
Computation Center (DSCC): 972-352-4400 | Office Hours CST, United States Penitentiary (USP) Tucson, Arizona:
520-663-5000, Press 0 | Office Hours MST 24/7 Operator. Georgia Department of Corrections Commissioner:
Timothy Ward: 478-992-5261, Press 4 | Office Hours EST, Office Hours Only, Voicemail Does not work
Name and Inmate Register Number: Jamil Al-Amin, 99974-555
Request: I am calling in request for the transfer of Imam Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin, Register Number: 99974-555,
from United States Penitentiary (USP) Tucson to USP Atlanta, Georgia, where Imam Jamil will be able to directly
participate in the ongoing review of his case
Talking Points: Imam Jamil Al Amin is a Civil Rights Icon and Human Rights Activist wrongfully imprisoned for 21
years. Imam Jamil is currently 77 years old and in deteriorating health conditions. He deserves to be reunited
with his family, legal counsel, and supporters who are 1700 miles away from him during his feeble age. Though
he is a state of Georgia prisoner, Imam Jamil was secretly transferred, without knowledge of his family or legal
counsel, from Georgia State Prison into the custody of the Federal Bureau of Prisons in 2007, even though he
has not been charged, convicted, or sentenced for a federal crime. Furthermore, his case is currently under
review by the Fulton County District Attorney’s Conviction Integrity Unit. His lack of physical representation
during this process is hindering a fair opportunity for his justice. For all the reasons mentioned, I request that
the Federal Bureau of Prisons immediately transfer Imam Jamil Abdullah Al-Amin to a federal facility in Atlanta,
GA to be closer to his family and legal counsel during the Imam’s old age and process for retrial. This request is
in the public interest of all those who stand for justice and human rights.
MAIL-IN TEMPLATE Contact Information: Federal Bureau of Prisons Grand Prairie Office: Designation and
Sentence Computation Center (DSCC). Address: Designation & Sentence Computation Center, Grand Prairie
Office Complex, 346 Marine Forces Drive, Grand Prairie, 75051, United States Penitentiary (USP) Tucson,
Arizona. Address: USP Tucson, U.S. Penitentiary, 9300 South Wilmot Road, Tucson, AZ 85756. Georgia
Department of Corrections Commissioner: Timothy Ward, Address: 7 MLK Jr Drive, Suite 543, Atlanta, GA
30334.”
IFCO: Stand with Cuba -- Car and Bike Caravan, Sunday Aug 29
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#HALTsolitary Campaign: NYC Rally Tues., 8/31 Advocacy Day Sept 21 Aug 31, Sept 21
UPCOMING NEW YORK CITY ACTIONS
1. Emergency Rally this Tuesday, Aug.
31, 10 am outside City Hall. People are
suffering and dying in NYC jails. People
are being denied access to medical
care and food. People are being
locked in solitary without staff even
checking on them. There have been a
horrific wave of deaths. Dr. Robert
Cohen, member of the Board of
Correction has said: “Every person
they send to jail is at great risk of
harm and death."
Please join us Tuesday to demand the
Mayor and the City decarcerate its
jails immediately. Everyone in the city
jails should be released and DAs and
judges must not send one more
person to city jails. Please spread the
word with these flyers:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1z71Y3bZEFQt551cM-XqTHVCOAS2DYebM, please post one every day through Tuesday.
2. NYC Virtual Advocacy Day Tues., Sept. 21 to End Solitary Confinement. Please join us for a virtual advocacy
day to demand the New York City Council amends and passes legislation to finally end solitary confinement in
NYC jails. We will be meeting with council members, holding a press conference, and more. Please sign up here
bit.ly/EndSolitarySept21 and please spread the word with this flyer: https://drive.google.com/file/d/
1KiVstn1RbeoyxLzNzIJfPMKC_p9effKv/view
3. NYC Council Hearing September 15. Please see the notice here: https://legistar.council
nyc.gov/MeetingDetail.aspx and please stay tuned for more details.”
See http://nycaic.org/
Fundraiser for Giant Mumia Abu-Jamal Puppet Commission Sept 3
“Jacqueline Wade has designed an 18’ puppet in support of Mumia and to bring it to as many protests as
possible, supporters are raising funds. Puppets change the world. They help to bring about love, understanding,
compassion, transformation, and support. Your support is very important. We want to bring the giant 18ft
Mumia puppet that Jacqueline Wade, designed, sculpted and was lead builder on, to as many events as
possible. This is in support of political prisoner Mumia Abu Jamal. However, we need your help. We would like
you to support the fundraising for the giant Mumia puppet by making a donation and helping to spread the
word. Any amount donated, big or small, is highly appreciated. Please go to the gofundme link, read about it,
and donate: gofundme.com/f/fundraising-for-giant-mumia-puppet” See https://www.abcf.net/blog/nyc-abcpolitical-prisoner-updates-9-7-21/
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Urgent! Call the governor! Jalil Muntaqim demands the immediate transfer of Kevin Rashid Johnson out of
Lucasville before he is murdered Sept 4
“Dear Progressives: I call upon all those who
identify themselves as progressive to
recognize the U.S. prison system is an
institution generally operated by white
supremacists. This has been my experience in
both California and New York State prison
systems. In fact, on Dec. 4 and 5, 2016, the
New York Times published a two-day expose
informing the public that the NYS prison
system is run by white racists. However,
among the many prison systems that
function as a bastion of white supremacy,
Lucasville, Ohio, is one of the worst in the
country.
It is under these conditions that Kevin Rashid
Johnson, a staunch advocate for the abolition
of prisons, is presently being threatened with
the loss of his life. Being held in 23-hour
lockdown, Rashid is now in the worst
condition of his life, locked away in a system
of rabid racists who hate him for being a New
Afrikan, a brilliant artist and a revolutionary –
anti-capitalist and anti-imperialist. Since
being transferred to Lucasville, Rashid has been threatened, his personal property damaged and/or not given to
him, and he must constantly be vigilant to avoid being assaulted or murdered either by prison guards or their
flunkies who mindlessly function as tools of white supremacy.I am petitioning the entire progressive
community to unite, to band together and say to the world: We will not permit Lucasville to murder Kevin
Rashid Johnson. I am asking every single one of you to call Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine and demand Rashid be
immediately transferred out of the notorious Lucasville prison. I ask that all of you contact the major Ohio
newspapers and news outlets and urge them to find out why Kevin Rashid Johnson’s life is being threatened.
We, collectively, need to shine a spotlight on Kevin Rashid Johnson, and let all know Rashid belongs to the
people, that progressive people around the world support him and refuse to sit idle and let Rashid be murdered
in Lucasville, Ohio! Remember: We Are Our Own Liberators! To contact Ohio Gov. Mike DeWine: Call the
governor’s office at 614-466-3555. You will be prompted to go to his website to write out your message, at
https://governor.ohio.gov/wps/portal/gov/governor/contact/contact-us. Do that, but ALSO LEAVE A PHONE
MESSAGE: Tell the governor to transfer Kevin Johnson, A787991, out of Lucasville Prison immediately before he
is murdered!” For Further Information & Call to Action see https://sfbayview.com/2021/09/urgent-call-thegovernor-jalil-muntaqim-demands-the-immediate-transfer-of-kevin-rashid-johnson-out-of-lucasville-before-heis-murdered/
Call to Action for Leonard Peltier Sept 7
“A petition has been filed with the US Department of Justice seeking clemency for Leonard Peltier, as required
procedurally for the case to come to the attention of President Biden. In the meantime, a congressional "Dear
Colleague" letter in support of Leonard's release is circulating in the House of Representatives, generated by
Rep. Raul Grijalva (D-AZ), who co-signed the letter sent by then-Congresswoman and now Secretary of Interior
Deb Haaland to the Trump administration in April 2020. Now is the time to let your congressional
representatives know the strength of public support for Leonard and urge them to sign on to the letter to the
Biden administration. #FreeLeonardPeltier Please ACT and SHARE widely. Contact your U.S. Congress, House
Representative by Phone, Online Form or Mail: Simply request that they: -- Support freedom for Leonard
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Peltier, -- Stand with Rep. R. Grijalva and former Rep. Deb Haaland, and sign-on to Rep. Grijalva's new letter and
efforts to gain Leonard's release. Contact your U.S. Congress, House Representative by Phone, Online Form or
Mail: “Dear Representative… , as your constituent I request that you support immediate Relief and Release for
Leonard Peltier, and Sign-on to Representative Grijalva's "Dear Colleague Support Letter for Clemency for
Leonard Peltier”. Find your Representative (in your US Congressional District), see
https://www.house.gov/representa.../find-your-representative For more on Leonard Peltier visit
www.whoisleonardpeltier.info”
Fundraiser & Resources: Announcing: Burning Books' Expansion!!! Sept 8
“It's Burning Books' 10th birthday! We're celebrating by announcing an exciting expansion project that will
double our store frontage, triple our square footage, and bring much more of everything you know and love
about Burning Books!” See https://www.gofundme.com/f/help-burning-books-expand

Liberation through the Freedom Tunnel: Stand with Palestinian Prisoners’ Uprising – Take Action!
Sept 8
“Six Palestinians jailed by the Israeli occupation liberated
themselves through a tunnel dug beneath Gilboa prison in the
early morning hours of Monday, 6 September. The six liberated
prisoners – Mahmoud Abdullah Ardah, Mohammed Qasim
Ardah, Ayham Fouad Kamamji, Yaqoub Mahmoud Qadri,
Zakaria al-Zubaidi and Munadil Yaqoub Infaat – have remained
free despite the desperate attempts of Israeli occupation jailers
to pursue them. However, occupation guards have been
forcibly transferring, attacking and invading prisoners’ cells
throughout Palestine while dragging the freed men’s family
members to interrogation. There is an uprising inside the
prisons that requires the support of all people around the
world who stand with the Palestinian people and the
Palestinian struggle for freedom and liberation – join us in
taking action!” See https://samidoun.net/2021/09/liberationthrough-the-freedom-tunnel-stand-with-palestinian-prisoners-uprising-take-action/
End the Wars Now!!! New Jersey Deserves Better!! Newark Protest Sept 8
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The resistance continues: Prisoners announce new steps of struggle as two more Freedom Tunnel heroes
seized Sept 11-17
“In the early hours of Saturday, 11 September, occupation forces seized Mohammed Ardah and Zakaria Zubaidi,
over five days after they liberated themselves from Gilboa Prison. Earlier that day, they seized Mahmoud Ardah
and Yaqoub Qadri. Two liberated prisoners remain free, insisting on their freedom despite an ongoing manhunt
by all levels of the Israeli occupation forces. Given the record of the Israeli occupation, we have every reason to
believe that the four seized members of the Freedom Brigade will be subjected to severe torture and abuse in
an attempt to garner information on the whereabouts of their liberated brothers.
Join these actions in the coming days:
11 September, Derry, Ireland: Stand with Palestinian Prisoners
11 September, Gothenburg: End the Occupation --; Freedom for All Palestinian Prisoners!
12 September, NYC: Globalize The Intifada From Attica To Gilboa!
12 September, Washington DC: Rally for Palestinian Prisoners
12 September, Portland: Community Film For Palestine
17 September, Vancouver: #BoycottPuma and Support Palestinian Prisoners”
See https://samidoun.net/2021/09/the-resistance-continues-prisoners-announce-new-steps-of-struggle-astwo-more-freedom-tunnel-heroes-seized/
RALLY IN SUPPORT OF DR. AAFIA SIDDIQUI!!!! Sept 18
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“Rare Speech by Aafia Siddiqui in Houston 1991. Topic : "Women in Islam"
See https://www.youtube.com/ watch?v=Cgn8HsCn7G8

(Ongoing Calls for Action)
Maroon: Urgent action needed!!! (Ongoing)
“Our beloved elder Russell Maroon Shoatz… suffering stage 4 cancer for the
last year and a half.” “Maroon is asking that all supporters call the office of
Pennsylvania Governor Tom Wolf and demand his immediate, unconditional
release, as well as that of ALL elderly prisoners infected with COVID-19. Please
call (717) 787-2500and keep the pressure on! All PA
based organizations, please sign a community letter demanding the
immediate release of Russell Maroon Shoatz:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScx2SeLRZ1f3XLp0F9BopPRDZyVKbldUwh7wker97yr7D-Mw/viewform New Go-Fund Me to support the Shoatz Family
https://www.gofundme.com/f/support-for-the-shoatz-family-fighting-injustice For sample tweets and graphics,
check out the #FreeMaroon Social media kit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1MaFFFcaplSjN2MdoL0eYSQomEaKoW30PezJHNIVkSf8/edit
Continue to Call Governor Tom Wolf: Contact: (717) 787-2500. Russell Shoatz’s health is rapidly deteriorating.
His DOC is #AF3855.Demand Immediate Release of Russell Maroon Shoatz.
https://www.instagram.com/p/CHl85lFhiAm/
CALL-IN CAMPAIGN FOR ED POINDEXTER--Demand Freedom for Ed Poindexter (ongoing)
”Please phone the Nebraska Pardons Board as many times as you and your
friends, comrades, associates, and family can. Please give your name and
the state that you live in, and if you can, leave a phone number. CALL:
Governor Pete Ricketts 402-471-2244, Attorney General Peterson: 402471-2683, Secretary of State Evnen: 402-471-2554. Please share this
campaign, write a letter to the Pardons Board and sign the online petition:
http://chng.it/vctskKv49k Ed would be very grateful. We would also
appreciate if you could send us a copy of your letter to:
freedomfored@gmail.com EMAIL: ne.pardonsboard@nebraska.gov WRITE: Nebraska Board of Pardons, P.O.
Box 95007, Lincoln, NE 68509. See https://www.jerichony.org/edpoindexter.html for further info and a script.”
See www.freepoindexter.com
Bring Imam Jamil Home In The Next 6-12 Months! organized by Kairi Al-Amin (Ongoing)
”As-Salaamu Alaikum, For 20+ years we’ve been fighting not just for the
freedom of my father, H. Rap Brown/Imam Jamil, but also to prove his
innocence. My Name is Kairi Al-Amin, son of Imam Jamil Al-Amin and before we
go any further, on behalf of myself, my father and my family I would just like
“As-Salaamu Alaikum, For 20+ years we’ve been fighting not just for the
freedom of my father, H. Rap Brown/Imam Jamil, but also to prove his
innocence. A video of the actual perpetrator confessing under oath to the
murder my father is currently serving life in prison for.” Watch The Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uWXNr1BaI88&feature=youtu.be
For full petition see: https://www.change.org/p/fulton-county-district-attorney-paul-howard-new-trial-forimam-jamil-al-amin-fka-h-rap-brown/u/27297316
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Mutulu Shakur: Support Parole and Compassionate Release for Dr. Mutulu Shakur (ongoing)
“ Dr. Mutulu Shakur is a political prisoner, sentenced to 60 years in prison
because of actions motivated by his political beliefs. He was targeted and
victimized by the FBI’s now-infamous Counter-Intelligence Program
(COINTELPRO) as early as 1968. Dr. Shakur has served over 30 years in prison,
and is currently suffering from multiple myeloma (advanced bone marrow
cancer). He has been denied parole 9 times and was recently denied a
compassionate release. Friends and Family of Dr. Mutulu Shakur has started a
new campaign seeking Mutulu’s release by President Biden. We will be
submitting a legal clemency petition to the President on Mutulu’s behalf, and
this public petition is an important part of the campaign. We want to show the
President that Mutulu has community — friends, family, and supporters —
who will welcome him home. Please sign the new petition for Mutulu’s release via Presidential clemency.” See
https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/grant-clemency-for-dr-mutulu-shakur-a-father-grandfather-healerhuman-rights-activist
Online Fundraiser for Joy Powell (ongoing)
“Joy’s family recently covered some legal expenses in order to proceed to the
next step in appealing her wrongful conviction. The online fundraiser is to
cover these costs as well as any future costs for her support. We are still
seeking options for pro bono counsel to keep these costs as low as possible,
but even with pro bono representation there will be filing fees, legal visit costs,
etc. Every dollar truly counts, and Joy is very appreciative of everyone’s
support. The link for the fundraising page ishttps://fundrazr.com/freejoypowell, and we have added a link to
her website at https://www.freejoypowell.org/support/. Don’t hesitate to let us know if there are any questions
and THANK YOU for helping spread the word about this important step to secure Joy’s freedom. -Philly ABC and
NYC Jericho”
Release or Home Confinement for Dr. Aafia Siddiqui (Ongoing)
“The 48-year old Dr. Siddiqui has been imprisoned since she was 31. She has
been in very poor health for much of this time, including appearing in a wheel
chair at her New York trial, due to the extremely harsh—some would say
unlawful—conditions of her capture as well as her incarceration. She is clearly
at grave risk from COVID-19.” See https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trumprelease-or-home-confinement-for-dr-aafia-siddiqui-from-coronavirus-infectedprison (Photo from https://www.change.org/p/donald-j-trump-release-or-home-confinementfor-dr-aafia-siddiqui-from-coronavirus-infected-prison)

The Freedom Campaign for Sundiata Acoli (Ongoing)
“Acoli has been consistently denied parole for more than twenty-five of those years,
going all the way back to 1994. The Sundiata Acoli Freedom Campaign (SAFC) is the
largest coordinated campaign to free Acoli since his incarceration and follows years of
behind-the-scenes advocacy and legal filings. For more information visit our Facebook
page or email Sundiataacolifc@gmail.com.”See: “The Freedom Campaign for Sundiata
Acoli with Soffiyah Elijah” here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPUb7RO3pisSoffiyah&feature=youtu.be
We are calling on allied organizations and institutions to support Sundiata by signing
and sharing this petition. We welcome collaborations and partnerships to help secure
Sundiata’s release. Sundiata’s life depends on us. We must #BringSundiataHome now!” Please sign here:
https://campaigns.organizefor.org/petitions/bring-sundiata-home
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Free Leonard Peltier! (Ongoing)
“At Peltier’s request, lawyers will be working to get him transferred
closer to his family on the Turtle Mountain Reservation in North
Dakota. Second, his legal team will continue to work on a possible
parole hearing for early summer. Third, the attorney in Peltier’s firstamendment case in Seattle, Wash., is prepared for trial this
summer. Despite strong support by former U.S. Attorney James
Reynolds, 55 members of Congress and international dignitaries
including Bishop Desmond Tutu, the U.S. government refuses to
release Peltier, whose health is rapidly failing after more than four
decades of incarceration. To make a donation to Peltier’s legal effort and to support his campaign for freedom,
please go to the ILPDC FB Page (facebook.com/PeltierHQ/) and to the fundraiser (tinyurl.com/yxtkb77a) This is
the year to free Leonard Peltier!” See
https://fundrazr.com/e1lwxe?ref=ab_39woXa_ab_0RczzOepD4l0RczzOepD4l

Free Ruchell Magee! (Ongoing)
“WORDS FROM RUCHELL &
ANNOUNCEMENT FROM THE COALITION”
“Ruchell wanted to share some words to
those of us on the outside: “I’m still
fighting to get the truth to the real
people, who want growth in the human
race! Truth is the right medicine. We
must fight to WIN!” On July 15, 2021,
Ruchell “Cinque” Magee was denied
parole for the 13th time. This December
will mark 40 years since his first parole
suitability hearing on December 17,
1981. Ruchell, who is currently 82-yearsold and has been incarcerated for 58 years, will not be eligible for parole again until July 2024. The parole
board’s decision to delay any chance of parole until after Ruchell’s 85th birthday is shameful. Cinque is
continuing the fight, and so must we. We are encouraging everyone who supports Ruchell to sign and share our
petitions (bit.ly/freeruchell + bit.ly/write4ruchell), do an outreach session with flyers (email
freeruchellmagee@gmail.com for a copy), create banners, hold public education events, bring this issue to the
media, and do whatever else it takes to raise awareness about brother Ruchell’s decades of cruel treatment by
this prison system.
We want to remind the world that Ruchell has been locked down for 58 years stemming from a bogus charge of
kidnapping to rob during an alleged $10 marijuana deal in 1963. Cinque was bound and gagged and betrayed by
his own court-appointed attorney, like many Black defendants in the Jim Crow era and today. After the 1970
Marin County Courthouse Rebellion, where Ruchell attempted to liberate himself and speak directly to media
since he was never given a fair trial, he was acquitted of murder charges but convicted of kidnapping. 58 years
far exceeds the average punishment for kidnapping, which shows that Ruchell’s persecution is about his
political views rather than any crime. Time is not on our side - we don’t have 3 years to wait. We have far too
often lost our elders, like Romaine “Chip” Fitzgerald, at the hands of the state apparatus. Ruchell must be freed
NOW! TAKE ACTION! NEW: SIGN THE PETITION to Free Ruchell Magee: https://bit.ly/freeruchell NEW: WRITE
THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE Requesting Commutation: https://bit.ly/write4ruchell” See
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MULTIPLE ACTIONS & RESOURCES: Take Action to Free Political Prisoners (Ongoing)
“Please go to this Linktr.ee to
take ACTION for elder U.S.
held Political Prisoners and
Prisoners of War. There are links
to a lot of information, but first
are action items. I urge you to
sign the petitions, write emails,
make calls, and spread this
Linktr.ee around! (Even if you
think you've signed or called or
written before, it won't hurt to do
it again!). Use and share the
below link or QR code. Thank You. ~Created by Verbena from the NLG in Detroit. FREE THEM
ALL https://linktr.ee/PoliticalPrisoners
Support SF Bay View -PLEASE DONATE NOW (ongoing)
“The San Francisco Bay View National Black Newspaper is doing a fundraiser to keep Black media alive and keep
our voices loud! Read and learn: www.sfbayview.com. Without Black media, there is no learning the depth and
breadth of Black history to lead the charge forward to dismantling systems of oppression and envisioning what
can take its place. Without funding, there is no Black media. We want to make sure you can get those tax
deductions, so mark your donation as for our nonprofit organization HRIN and we will send you a donation
acknowledgment letter. We need your help to make sure the voices of the people are heard and media stays
independent! DONATE TODAY! Learn about us and the work we do at www.sfbayview.com.” See
https://www.gofundme.com/f/fundraiser-for-the-bay-view-newspaper
Support the Black Panther Black Panther Party Alumni Legacy Network! (Ongoing)

“The BPP Alumni Legacy Network is composed of original Black Panther Party members passionate individuals,
elected official’s community organizations, educational institutions, and community-oriented businesses that
not only have their own well-being at heart but also have a passion for every member of the community to live
long prosper and grow educationally, socially, and economically from generation to generation. Together we
embrace the legacy of the 63 documented social service programs created and implemented by original Black
Panther Party members that grew out of the 10-point and program of the Party. Now is the time to come
together to use our knowledge and collective resources to lay the foundation for self-determination and
generational prosperity that will only be established thru our efforts. Join Us!!” “Donate to Black Panther
Legacy Network. B.P.P. Legacy Network is seeking to build a network of “legacy keepers” who are already doing
community work as well as educate anyone who wants to bridge the gap of knowledge from the time of the
BPP to the present. Donations are tax-deductible under as a non-profit through the Pledge Group Foundation
501(c)3, B.P.P. Legacy Keepers.” See https://bppalumnilegacynetwork.org/
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“In a historic rare collaboration, Destroy Art Inc. is granted access to sell Black Panther merchandise by artist
John Yates aka Stealworks. 50% of all sales is donated back to the Black Panther Alumni Legacy Network. To
purchase the All Power to the People collection and support the Black Panther Alumni Legacy Network go to:
https://ap2tp.bigcartel.com/. (Photo’s retrieved from https://bppalumnilegacynetwork.org/)

Community Events & Resources
(August 15-Sept 15, 2021)
RESOURCE: New Expanded Edition of the Jailhouse Lawyers Handbook Aug 16
“Important Resource for People in Prison
and Their Families Helps Them Challenge
Conditions and Abuse,”
“Today, the Center for Constitutional Rights
and the National Lawyers Guild launched
the Sixth Edition of the Jailhouse Lawyers
Handbook (JLH)—a free legal resource for
prisoners and their family members to
mount challenges to mistreatment and
abuse in prison and ensure access to crucial
services and support. The Handbook is part
of a rich legacy of inside-outside organizing,
with a dedicated team of volunteers responding to thousands of requests for the handbook every year. The new
edition of the 184-page Jailhouse Lawyers Handbook was fully revised and updated to reflect changes in the
law and includes an expanded section on the rights of LGBTQIA+ people and people living with HIV/AIDS in
prison; a new appendix of grievance procedures and Prison Rape Elimination Act and LGBTQIA+ policies for
certain states; as well as information about important substantive and procedural developments in the law
since 2010, when the previous edition was published. “In our system of mass incarceration, constitutional rights
get trampled on with impunity. That’s why jailhouse lawyers have never been more important. We’re glad to
offer this Handbook as a free resource to all the brave individuals fighting for their rights and dignity from the
inside,” said Chinyere Ezie, senior staff attorney at the Center for Constitutional Rights and co-editor of the JLH.
Hard copies of the Sixth of Edition of the Jailhouse Lawyers Handbook will be distributed widely to prisoners
and prisoners’ rights groups. The accompanying Jailhouse Lawyers website makes a searchable version available
to family and friends of prisoners that allows users to browse the lengthy resource and quickly identify the most
pertinent information.
The handbook can be accessed at www.jailhouselaw.org. A free paper copy of the JLH is available on request by
writing to: Jailhouse Lawyers Handbook c/o The Center for Constitutional Rights, 666 Broadway, 7th Floor, New
York, NY 10012 or National Lawyers Guild, P.O. Box 1266, New York, NY 10009.” To download a copy or have one
sent to someone in prison see https://www.jailhouselaw.org/
VIDEO: Spirit of Mandela Tribunal 2021 Video Prequel and Webinar #4: Youth Against Genocide Aug 16
“Peace & Black August Determination,
Ideally this finds you in relative health & well-being. We are grateful to be able to enter into Black August by
offering up this video---the 1st in a series of audio-visual treatments of In the Spirit of Mandela's 6 Basic
Charges against u.s.' human rights violations, to be elaborated in depth at this October's International Human
Rights Tribunal. You can watch the video here: https://vimeo.com/581690920. We hope that the collective
effort, focus & sincerity out of which the Campaign emerges will be evidenced in some way through this video
series. Kindly take a few moments to peep it through & share with your circles, networks & platforms.
In the Spirit of Mandela, ISM Social/Media Committee. 2021 INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNAL - N.Y.C. YOUTH
ORGANIZING COMMITTEE PRESENTS: WEBINAR #4. Save The Date: Wednesday, Black August 18, 2021 8:00
PM - 9:30 PM (ET).”
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Video: Lakota People's Law Project: Journalist targeted at Line 3 Aug 17
“Greetings from the Cheyenne River Nation. As I’m sure you’re aware, the battle to protect sacred Anishinaabe
lands and water in Minnesota has intensified over the past few weeks. Among the many people violently
arrested was our friend River, a journalist and photographer covering the resistance. Watch our video, which
features exclusive footage of his arrest and an interview in which he discusses the collusion between law
enforcement and Big Oil to stamp out our Native-led resistance.” See Video
https://lakotalaw.org/resources/journalist-arrested-line-3
RESOURCES: The Attica Liberation Faction Manifesto of Demands and Anti-Depression Platform – 1971 Aug
18
“MANIFESTO: The Attica Liberation Faction Manifesto of Demands and Anti-Depression Platform, 1971 Editors,
The Black Agenda Review. On September 9, 1971, two weeks after the murder of George Jackson at San
Quentin State Prison, 1,281 men incarcerated in New York State’s Attica Correctional Facility began one of the
most significant prison uprisings in U.S. history. For four days, the prisoners had control of Attica, holding 42
members of the prison staff hostage. They attempted to negotiate with the state and prison authorities for
improved living conditions and the expansion of their political rights. Their demands were enumerated in “The
Attica Liberation Faction Manifesto of Demands and Anti-Depression Platform.” The Manifesto is a remarkable
document. It offers a harrowing view behind the prison walls, describing a place where violence, torture, and
punitive deprivations are routine. It also shows a profound historical awareness of a shift in penology from a
philosophy of rehabilitation to one of mere punishment, and the transformation of the prison from a place of
reform to a “concentration camp.” Moreover, as a document collectively produced by the prison rebels
themselves, it reflects a radical democratic practice and a defiant and bold assertion of humanity by people
living in conditions that were meant to make them inhuman.

New York Governor Nelson Rockefeller refused to accede to the prisoner’s demands. On September 13, 1971,
after four days of negotiations, he ordered state police to take back control of the prison. In a bloody spectacle
of tear gas and bullets, they stormed Attica killing more than 43 people, including thirty inmates. The rebellion
was crushed. As part of The Black Agenda Review’s continued commemoration of Black August, we are sharing
“The Attica Liberation Faction Manifesto of Demands and Anti-Depression Platform.” “The Attica Liberation
Faction Manifesto is available through Freedom Archives . It has also been reprinted in the Institute of Race
Relations’ journal Race and Class and in Attica Prison Uprising 101: A Short Primer by Mariame Kaba and
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Project NIA.” See https://blackagendareport.com/manifesto-attica-liberation-faction-manifesto-demands-andanti-depression-platform-1971 and
https://search.freedomarchives.org/search.php?view_collection=144&format=Manifesto
RESOURCES: New Illustrated Guide to Political Prisoners released Aug 18
“NYC Anarchist Black Cross has released our new Illustrated Guide to Political Prisoners and Prisoners of
War (Version 14.6). Download it at tiny.cc/Guide_Aug_21. “We’ve finished the latest version of the NYC ABC
“Illustrated Guide to Political Prisoners and Prisoners of War” and it’s available for viewing (and download). This
update includes updated mini-bios, photos, and address changes for several prisoners. Unfortunately, we are
adding a prisoner to the guide this month–Water Protector Jessica Reznicek. We are thankful to remove Kings
Bay Plowshares 7 prisoner Clare Grady (halfway house).” See https://nycabc.wordpress.com/
Philly Jericho Is Having a Curbfest for Political Prisoners!!! Sept 18
“The CurbFest for Political Prisoners connects organizers with community members to raise awareness of
political prisoners and share ways to get involved in the movement. It features local DJs, Performers and Artists.
In Philly the first CurbFest will take place in Germantown on September 18, 2021 with 9 curb locations near
Germantown and Chelten Avenues. In Boston the first Curbfest will take place on September 25, 2021. Where
will you host your Curbfest? Host A Curbfest In Your Neighborhood. Free All Political Prisoners!! We will shortly
make a digital toolkit available. This toolkit will include full designs for most print materials and templates for
some, to make it easier for you to host a Curbfest of your own. You’ll be able to simply download and print the
files you want to use and promote in the community. If you plan to host your own curbfest let us know so we
can support you.” See https://www.curbfest.com/
RISING TOGETHER Be a whistleblower for Justice, People and Planet! Sept 19
“We will continue the struggle for justice. As Fannie Lou Hamer said, ‘Get up and do something!’ JOIN US!”
- Ralph Poynter, Lynne Stewart Organization and co-chair of Rising Together! SUNDAY, September 19, 2021
LIVE 11:00 am - 5:00 pm EST-Thomas Paine Park (Foley Square) New York City
#4,5,6 to Brooklyn Bridge - City Hall. We are pleased to announce that our mission has expanded and the
nature of our event on has changed: We invite you to a “Day of Engagement and Coalition Building.” Organize
to connect the dots between issues and causes and to build a coalition among groups ranging from Black
Lives Matter and Codepink to Extinction Rebellion, Veterans For Peace and World BEYOND War. We are
pleased to announce the formation of “NYC Rising Together for a World BEYOND War!”
We are organizing a Greater NYC Metro Area (NY, NJ, CT) chapter of World BEYOND War and invite
organizations as well as individuals to become members. Additionally, we are pleased to announce that we
have received a three-to-one matching grant that guarantees the radio production costs of a future (new date
to be announced) global broadcast on Pacifica. Our Sunday, 9/19, 11 am - 5 pm, “Day of Engagement and
Coalition Building” will be a Meet & Greet and we invite you again to come in contingents with your signs,
literature, promotional t-shirts, etc. We will have World BEYOND War blue scarves available, in addition to free
“I’m a whistleblower for Justice, People and Planet!” whistles.
Please share information about the urgency of your group’s demands! While many of our previously announced
speakers, performers, MCs and DJs will join us, we are asking YOU to be the speakers and performers and to
engage with one another on this day of coalition building. Prepare a few words, bring a guitar, practice reciting
a poem… Get your “I’m a whistleblower for Justice, People and Planet!” whistle and make a little video for our
www.RisingTogether.info website. See you Sunday, 9/19 in Foley Square, NYC. From the Organizers Committeezool Zulkowitz, zooltheartandpolitics@hotmail.com. Rising Together! Co-Chairs- Ralph Poynter, Kathy Kelly, Nick
Mottern. Organizers Committee- Jerry Hassett, Trudy Silver, Steve Brown, Lorcan Otway, Gary Davidson, Ann
Wilcox, Michael Steven Smith…” See https://www.risingtogether.info/
A (virtual) film screening on ICE detention- Fault Lines and ICE Detention: An ACLU Film Panel Aug 19
“Last September, thanks to the efforts of Project South, Georgia Latino Alliance for Human Rights (GLAHR), and
other local partners in Georgia, a whistleblower complaint was filed out of the Irwin County Detention Center
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with horrific allegations of forced hysterectomies on immigrants in detention. Disturbing patterns of abuses and
cruelty have existed within immigration detention centers long before Irwin – and as someone who has taken
action with us before on immigrants' rights, you know how critical it is that this broken system comes to an end.
That's why we'd like to invite you to join us and a special panel this Thursday for a screening and discussion of
No Consent: Did a doctor abuse immigrant women? – a film from Al Jazeera's Fault Lines series on the abuses in
Georgia: Fault Lines and ICE Detention: An ACLU Film Panel, Thursday, August 19, 2021, 8PM Eastern/5PM
Pacific, (Livestreamed via Zoom). Join the ACLU for a screening of No Consent: Did a doctor abuse immigrant
women? a film from Al Jazeera's Fault Lines series on abuses at an immigration detention facility in Georgia –
uncovered in large part by the efforts of activist groups led by Project South, Georgia Latino Alliance for Human
Rights (GLAHR), and others. The screening will be followed by a critical panel discussion on the film and the
imperative work to shut down ICE's mass immigration detention system. This is a one-hour virtual event.” See
https://action.aclu.org/webform/fault-lines-and-ice-detention-aclu-film-panel
"Poetry of Protest and Struggle Aug 19
“Poetry of Protest and Struggle, May 1, 2021. A video project inspired by the People's Strike movement.
(please visit https://peoplesstrike.org/). The third in our series of videos (Poetry selected and video compiled
by Steve Bloom) Please spread the word to your friends and comrades!
• This edition features the work of eight artists: Tanya Tyler, Steve Bloom, Ngoma Hill, Louise Dessertine, Naomi
Foyle, "M" from the Bronx, and Martín Espada.
• Anyone who would like to be a part of future "Poetry of Protest and Struggle" videos (we are projecting three
times a year, once every four months) please send a sample of your work to
mailto:steve@stevebloompoetry.net?subject=Poetry%20of%20Protest%20and%20Struggle.
• If you missed the previous videos (October 1, 2020, and January 1, 2021) here are the links:
https://youtu.be/CL05i0bdNDU https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRz6G8xfTIs
See Poetry of Protest and Struggle, January 1 2021- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tRz6G8xfTIs
BAP: "From Black August to Black Liberation" Aug 19

"From Black August to Black Liberation: Commemorating the Struggle of Political Prisoners" is a Black Alliance
for Peace (BAP) webinar illuminating the indispensable role of political prisoners in our struggle for Black
Liberation. The discussion will focus on the experiences and realities of current and former political prisoners,
the efforts of these freedom fighters to convene the Spirit of Mandela International Tribunal, the organizing and
grassroots work being done to free political prisoners, the ongoing significance of Black August, and Assata
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Shakur's exile as a form of political imprisonment. The panelists also will consider what all of this means in the
struggle against imperialism, colonialism, racism and war. Join us for a Zoom webinar at 7 p.m. ET on Thursday,
August 19, 2021.
PANELISTS: Makungu Akinyela, Saudia Durrant, Krystal Strong, Jaribu Hill, Jalil Muntaqim
MODERATOR: Nnamdi Lumumba”
Register here: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_vX6H4wmpSLGjDhzzP6MfiQ
“On Living” -- a collaboration between Keith LaMar (Bomani Shakur) (Ohio, USA) and Freedom First
musicians (Spain) Aug 19
“We at Justice for Keith LaMar are SO EXCITED to share this most beautiful piece of protest art with you. It is
our hope that you'll share it on your platforms as we together raise awareness of the injustice being done to
this innocent Black man in Ohio”. See https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wpS-Ys6ymis Sign Petition:
https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/free-keith-lamar
“Tell ’Em the Truth” (K.LaMar/A.Marques) Aug 19
Keith LaMar recited his poem “Tell 'Em the Truth” live via video call from death row in the Youngstown, Ohio
State Penitentiary, U.S.A. Music composed by Albert Marques. Recorded on May 8th, 2021 at “Conveyor” in
Brooklyn, New York. Recording and mixing by Peter Karl. Video and editing by Luke Marantz
Spoken-word poet - Keith LaMar, Adam O'Farrill – trumpet, Xavier Del Castillo - tenor saxophone, Patricia
Brennan - vibraphone , Albert Marques - piano, Walter Stinson - bass, Zack O'Farrill - drums
Justice for Keith LaMar @justiceforkeithlamar
Freedom First @freedomfirstjazz
Sign Petition: https://actionnetwork.org/petitions/free-keith-lamar
WW interviews Attica survivor Che Nieves − Part 3: ‘50 years later, Attica hasn’t changed’ Aug 20
“The following is part three of an edited interview with Che Nieves, a survivor of the 1971 Attica Prison
Rebellion and a founding member of the Young Lords Party in Greenhaven and Attica Prisons, conducted July 20
by Monica Moorehead, a Workers World managing editor. More segments of the interview have appeared in
WW, and more will appear in future issues. (See workers.org.). A hunger strike was held at Attica to
commemorate Black Freedom Fighter George Jackson, gunned down by San Quentin Prison guards on Aug. 21,
1971. A few days later, the leadership was formed of the Attica Liberation Faction, which sent a Manifesto of
Demands to New York Commissioner of Prisons Russell Oswald.
From Sept. 9-13, 1971, 1,281 prisoners, mostly Black and Latinx, rose up against the oppression, labor
exploitation, brutality and racism at Attica.
Che Nieves: Oswald met with some of the brothers. I wasn’t there. There were no commitments, but he said
there were possibilities of change and that he would get back to them. He never came back. He sent a message
saying changes are coming slowly. People were fed up and at a boiling point. On Sept. 8, two brothers were in
the yard, sparring during recreation. A sergeant attempted to break them up, but a brother moved his arm and
hit him in the face…” See https://www.workers.org/2021/08/58491/
VIDEOS: In the Spirit of Mandela Webinar #4 and Interview with Sekou Odinga Aug 20
On August 18th we had a powerful webinar with revolutionary panelists. The panelists discussed the
importance of youth carrying on the fight to Free Political Prisoners/PPOW and the fight for Self-Determination
and Liberation. They emphasized the importance of political education and improving the material conditions
of the People. If you missed it, catch up by watching it on Vimeo! Below are two links: 1) the Youth Webinar;
and 2) the video of the interview of Sekou Odinga. Webinar: https://vimeo.com/589662077
Interview: https://drive.google.com/file/d/1SrMgfl9l4mk7s2z6mmASexIrsXU55xRW/view?usp=drivesdk
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Video: Report Back: KESHAWN WALKER AND REVOLUTION IN CLEVELAND AND BEYOND: The National Black
Accord (NBA) Aug 20
“Please check out this powerful grassroots video ! KESHAWN WALKER AND REVOLUTION IN CLEVELAND AND
BEYOND: NBA co-founder and spokesperson Keshawn Walker is currently being mentored by Wabash (Indiana)
Correctional Facility political prisoner Kwame Shakur, a disciple of Muntaqim, who spent nearly 50 years in
prison before being released in Oct. 2020. Of course, Muntaqim has played a significant role since the outset of
the Spirit of Mandela’s charges against the U.S. being brought before the United Nations in October 2021.
Walker led the rally and was joined by speakers Robin Brown, who founded Concerned Citizens Organized
Against Lead (CCOAL), and Mariah Crenshaw, Chief Executive Officer and founder of Chasing Justice, LLC. He
opened by acknowledging Shakur and his influence as well as the NBA’s working in concert with Spirit of
Mandela/National Jericho Movement, Prison Lives Matter (PLM), and the New Afrikan Liberation Collective
(NALC).” Thank you to Timothy Farrell, UAA Sports Information Director for this great footage! See
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ZoQwa0VCcBw8Q51y6hNFnxpbijs5x8bo/view?ts=611fbbf9
INTERVIEW: Eddie Conway: Slave labor has always been the bedrock of capitalism Aug 23
“In recent episodes of Rattling the Bars, TRNN’s weekly show on the violence and victims of the prisonindustrial complex, legendary Black Panther and longtime political prisoner Eddie Conway and his guests have
examined the 13th Amendment, the exploitation of prisoner slave labor in the US today, and the people who
are fighting to put an end to this barbaric practice for good. As a crucial follow-up to this important coverage,
Conway was recently interviewed by Robert Scheer on his syndicated podcast Scheer Intelligence, which
features “thoughtful and provocative conversations with ‘American Originals’—people who, through a lifetime
of engagement with political issues, offer unique and often surprising perspectives on the day’s most important
issues.” See https://therealnews.com/%EF%BB%BFeddie-conway-%EF%BB%BFslave-labor-has-always-beenthe-bedrock-of-capitalism
LISTEN: Jailhouse Lawyer’s Handbook - Exploring the legacy of inside-outside organizing Aug 25
“The Activist Files is a podcast by the Center for Constitutional Rights where we feature the stories of people
on the front lines fighting for justice, including activists, lawyers, and artists. We interview movement partners,
our clients, and people using storytelling to create change, and look to highlight lesser known aspects of the
work.” “In this episode, Ian goes back to 1973 with Brian, when the first Jailhouse Lawyer’s Handbook which
was published as a manual to demystify the complexities of the law for non-lawyers. Brian provides the history
of how the manual came to be. Jenipher discusses the mission of the Jailhouse Lawyers Speak, a group of
anonymous incarcerated activists working to abolish prisons and their current advocacy action, the Shut’em
Down demonstrations. Lisa talks about the impact—the number of requests for the handbook and how people
on the inside use the handbook. And Chinyere highlights what's new in the handbook regarding LGBTQIA+ law,
including new case law about transgender healthcare, visitation, and equal protection, and an appendix that
provides state-by-state policies. Ian closes with a powerful recording by Mumia, who lifts up some of the selftaught litigators who have successfully used the handbook. Hard copies of the sixth edition of the Jailhouse
Lawyer’s Handbook are being distributed widely to prisoners and prisoners’ rights groups. The accompanying
Jailhouse Lawyer’s website makes a searchable version available to family and friends of prisoners that allows
users to browse the lengthy resource and quickly identify the most pertinent information.” “Resources:

Jailhouse Lawyer’s Handbook, Interactive web version The handbook can be accessed at
jailhouselaw.org. A free paper copy of the JLH is available on request by writing to: Jailhouse Lawyers
Handbook c/o The Center for Constitutional Rights, 666 Broadway, 7th Floor, New York, NY 10012
or National Lawyers Guild, P.O. Box 1266, New York, NY 10009. Shut’em Down
demonstrations: Now through September 9, 2021. To show solidarity, people are asked to demonstrate
at jails, prisons, and Immigration and Customs Enforcement detention centers. Institutions of higher
learning, which profit from prison labor, are another location where supporters can gather. Guild Notes
Richard Mayberry Dr. Huey P. Newton” See https://ccrjustice.org/activist-files
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LIVE web event: "Free All African Political Prisoners: Reparations Now!" Aug 25
“This event is hosted by the African People’s
Solidarity Committee (APSC), the organization
of white people working under the leadership
of the African People’s Socialist Party to build
white solidarity with black power and unity
through reparations. Learn more at
https://apscuhuru.org. LIVE WEBINAR,
WEDNESDAY, AUG 25, 7pm ET • 6pm CT • 4pm
PT” “ Many African (Black) prisoners in the U.S.
have been incarcerated for decades because
of their courageous stance in the Black
Revolution of the 1960s. Join this LIVE webinar
calling on white activists to uphold these courageous freedom fighters in a way that recognizes African people’s
struggle for national liberation.
Featured Speakers: Chairman Omali Yeshitela- Chairman of the African People's Socialist Party, leader of the
worldwide Uhuru Movement, Jihad Abdulmumit-Now Chair of the Jericho Movement, Jihad Abdulmumit was
imprisoned for 23 years for his involvement in the Black Liberation Movement, Jaan Laaman-Political prisoner
released in May of 2021 after 37 years in prison, Penny Hess, Chair of the African People's Solidarity Committee.
Send your questions! There will be time in the program for your questions, so plan to put them in the
livestream chat or send them ahead of time to study@apscuhuru.org! ” Register here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_0rwf32UVRaqfl2ctiOaLQg
Umi’s Archive: Letter Writing to Free Imam Jamil Al-Amin Aug 26
Date Time: Aug 26, 2021 07:30 PM Eastern Time (US
and Canada)
Topic: Letter Writing to Free Imam Jamil Al-Amin
Panelists include:
1. Kairi Al-Amin: Attorney, and Son of Imam Jamil AlAmin, FKA H. Rap Brown
3. Dr. Su’ad Al-Khabeer: Curator of Umi’s Archive.
2. A’isha Mohammad: National Jericho Movement, cochair Oakland Jericho
Registration for Event bit.ly/umidemandsjustice

Exhibition: Umi’s Archives- Black Power and Its Legacies Aug 26
“Curator's Notes: “We been saying ‘freedom’ for six years. What we are going to start saying now is ‘Black
Power.'” These words, delivered by Kwame Ture/Stokely Carmichael in Greenwood, Mississippi on June 16,
1966, marked an important shift and extension in the Black freedom struggles of the mid-20th century. This
shift was a departure from a strategy of integration that relied on white acquiescence to a more radical pursuit
of liberation invested in building power for Black people, which represents an extension of what Cedric
Robinson coined the Black Radical Tradition. “Black Power!” became a rallying call for a global Black power
movement that was about politics and self-defense, as well as education and the arts. This exhibition explores
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Black Power and its legacies by taking a journey through Umi’s participation in the Black Power movement of
the late 1960s and 1970s and its impact on her life as an activist.” “ Livestream Recording: August 7, 2021
-On Political Education, Organizing and the Prison Industrial Complex with Jihad Abdulmumit, Chairperson of
the National Jericho Movement.
-Weusi! Tutashinda bila shaka: On Black consciousness, Black dance and Black identity with Jasmine E.
Johnson, Assistant Professor of Africana Studies July 7, 2021
-al-Mujadilah: On Black women in Love, in Heartbreak and in Sistren with intimacy & relationships expert, The
Village Auntie, Angelica Lindsey-Ali. June 12, 2021
-Amatullah: On The Spiritual Lives of Black Muslim Women with Aisha Al-Adawiya May 8, 2021
Why Umi’s Archive? with Leslie Hewitt April 4, 2021.” See https://www.umisarchive.com/index.html
REMINDER & VIDEO! Running Down The Walls Deadline!! Aug 26
“We’re less than three days from the deadline to register for this year's Running Down The Walls 5K to raise
funds for Mumia Abu-Jamal and 18 other political prisoners! As a reminder, former and current PPs/POWs and
politicized prisoners will be doing this with us. This solidarity is stronger than prison walls. See these 2021
statements from the perspective of Jaan Laaman [1] and Oso Blanco [2] to get an understanding of what this
event means to comrades inside and out. It's life or death for Mumia. This MUST be the year we bring him
home, and it's on all of us to make that happen. Please watch and share this inspiring video narrated by
Mumia's grandson, Jamal Jr. https://media.phillyabc.org/rdtw-2021-promo-2.mp4
Spread the word and ask your friends, family, and comrades to participate too! The deadline to register is this
Friday, so if you haven't already, please sign up now: https://phillyabc.org/rdtw/ Love & Solidarity, Philly ABC
“Hey, all my Running Down The Walls folks. This is Jaan Laaman, calling for all of us, coast to coast and on
both sides of prison walls, to get this 2021 RDTW run going! I've been RDTWs for 20 years, but this will be my
first run, NOT on a prison yard! We must all remember the many political prisoner sisters and brothers, running
and walking (some in seg cells), with us on Sept. 12. And let's not forget the many conscious minded social
prisoners who also join RDTW. Let me send a revolutionary salute to all ABC collectives and people, for
organizing RDTW for over 20 years -- and also to all the other activist and revolutionary groups and people,
who join and support RDTW. Alright, all you young and not so young runners, running in prison yards and city
streets, let's get to running -- RUNNING DOWN THE WALLS -- 2021!”
TAKE A PICTURE: Be the Change You Wish to See Aug 26

“Let's continue to spread his messages of teaching peace, empowering people, and protecting Mother Earth.
As a show of our solidarity, we are asking you to take part in a very special new initiative. Simply take a picture
of yourself, a loved one, or a friend wearing or using the merchandise you have purchased and email it to us at:
info@leonardpeltierstore.com. Upon receipt of the picture, we will use your image to create a montage of
pictures to be shared with Leonard.” Also see Merch at https://www.leonardpeltierstore.com/collections/all
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Interview: America is Still Locking People Up for Their Activism, Including Black Women Aug 26
“For decades, the children’s center at Bedford Hills Correctional Facility for Women, a maximum security prison
in Westchester, New York, featured a wall with the words “Joy is Unbreakable” etched in large orange lettering.
In 2017, Joyce Powell, a 59-year-old woman who has been incarcerated at Bedford for the past 14 years, was
interviewed at the facility for a documentary about political prisoners. During the interview, where guards were
present and listening in, Powell spoke of how the message served as a hopeful, personal reminder to her. A
week after the interview, she says, the words were covered by a fresh coat of white paint. Powell laughs when
recounting the story now in all of its absurdity, but it is just one example of what she describes as constant
retaliation for speaking out against conditions at Bedford. That pattern— speaking up and then being shut
down— is what Powell also attributes to her incarceration. As a community activist in Rochester, New York
throughout the late 90s and early aughts, Powell quickly garnered attention from the city’s police department.
The two cases for which she is currently incarcerated— with sentences of 16 years and 25 years-to-life,
respectively— were for offenses of which she says she was falsely convicted. The scope and impact of her past
organizing— and her insistence that she is innocent— has won Powell some support from allies who advocate
for political prisoners. Those supporters, along with Powell herself, argue that her identity as a woman has
earned her less public attention, exemplifying the ongoing erasure of Black women not just from broader
society but also within the movements they often fuel.” See essence.com
Freedom Friday with Critical Resistance (Oakland, CA) Aug 27
“When: 3-7pm on Friday August 27,
2021, Where: 4400 Telegraph Ave,
Oakland, CA
* FREE * BRING YOUR KIDS * YOUTH
FRIENDLY * featuring...Music by
Chung Tech, Food from Mama
Lamees Catering (first come, first
serve). Bandung Books tables and
North Oakland Mutual Aid's Free
Store Over this past year, we have
seen tremendous resistance to
global forces of oppression. From
Palestine to the Philippines to
Venezuela, our people have shown
resilience in the face of imperialism
and colonization. But the fight rages
on. Now more than ever, with
vaccines so unequally distributed
around the globe, economic impacts
from the global pandemic affecting
Third World nations and the Global
South at much higher rates, and IMF
and World Bank continuing their
predatory capital policies, we must
support our people across the
world! Join us at this month's Freedom Friday on August 27th from 3-7pm where we are partnering with the
Critical Resistance! Together we will uplift our Summer of Resistance and help raise the call to fight against
militarization, imperialism, and the PIC.” See http://criticalresistance.org/
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Black August: In Remembrance of Consuewella Africa ON A MOVE Aug 28
“We commemorate Black August and our history of
resistance to centuries of enslavement, mass
criminalization and incarceration, repression and
militarized police brutality.
Join us this Black August to advance the righteous
rebellion towards Black liberation. August 28th,
7:30 pm/et”
Register here:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/
register/WN_uYbeISjXSmK6vbqMB1gfyQ

2021 BLACK AUGUST "OFFICIAL" DATES OF PROJECTS, PROGRAMS, EVENTS & ACTIONS FOR ALL BLACK
Black Panther Party Political Prisoner Month. Aug 29
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Black August-Oakland, CA AUG 29
“Talent showcase, community raffle, free food , music, open mic,
vendors. August 29th 11am- 4pm At 61st Stanford, Oakland ca.
We will be educating the community about George and Jonathan
Jackson, Fleta Drumgo, Jon Cluchette, Assata Shakur, Jalil
Muntaqim, Mutulu Shakur, Mumia Abu Jamal, H. Rap Brown, Chip
Fitzgerald, Hugo Pinell, and other Black Panther Party Political
Prisoners, and giving the community a platform to talk about their
family members inside of prison...and to others to talk about
making a change in conditions.. open mic.
Open stage for rappers, artist, poets , dancers, etc. ...Ashe!”

The Young Readers Edition of The Rebellious Life of Mrs. Rosa Parks Aug 31
“We may think that we know the story of
Rosa Parks. We’ve heard the myth that she
was simply tired when she refused to give
up her seat on a Montgomery bus to a
white man. And we may know that she was
not the first to resist Jim Crow seating.
However, the real story of Rosa Parks offers
crucial lessons for young people about a life
of activism that is dangerous for the
guardians of the status quo. Mrs. Parks’ life
is a tapestry of resistance, including and
beyond her brave act on the bus in
Montgomery. In fact, she spent more than half her life in Detroit — which Mrs. Parks called “the Northern
promised land that wasn’t” — fighting segregation in housing, hospitals, and restaurants; protesting police
murders of Black teenagers; organizing against sexual violence; working for Congressman John Conyers and
getting to know Malcolm X. These stories and more are in the young readers’ edition of The Rebellious Life of
Mrs. Rosa Parks.” See https://www.zinnedproject.org/news/young-readers-edition-rebellious-rosa-parks/
INTERVIEW: Liberate the Caged Voices. “Artivist Minister King X asks, ‘What does freedom mean to you?- by
Nube Brown Aug 31
“True to form, as I reached out to Comrade and Artivist Minster King X to do the following interview, he
opened the space for more voices offered to him to tell his story in community and shared humanity. While
moving unapologetically as a New Afrikan, he stands by his principle of struggling alongside all his comrades
who ride or die for the Prisoner Human Rights Movement Blueprint to bring light to our California political
prisoners, prisoners of war and principal elder organizers of the historic California Hunger Strikes, freedom
fighters and creators of Black August Memorial-Black August Resistance – and all oppressed people.
This is Part 1. Nube: Minister King I’m appreciative that you are willing to sit down with me. You’re doing a lot
of amazing work since you’ve been out. You got out only a couple of years ago and hit the ground with passion.
Recently, there was another demonstration of the incredible work that you are doing in the movement as an
Artivist, bringing everything together into Uncage California, the Hunger Striking for True Freedom tour that
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culminated at San Quentin prison on Aug. 21, 2021, the most significant day of Black August. But there’s a story
behind the month-long tour, about you, to focus on the California Hunger Strikers, our elder California political
prisoners and your quest to help them get free. Tell us about that…” See
https://sfbayview.com/2021/08/liberate-the-caged-voices-7/
Political Education: Gang Validation in CA Prisons. A Webinar Teach-In as part of Shut 'Em Down 2021. Aug
31
“DATE: Tuesday, August 31 TIME: 6-8pm PT
WHERE: Zoom webinar (register below)
The 2021 Shut Em Down call to action by Jailhouse
Lawyers Speak (JLS), a national collective of
imprisoned persons fighting for human rights, calls
for "an immediate end to racist gang enforcement
laws targeting Black and brown humans." Join us
for a panel with formerly-incarcerated people and
attorneys to learn more about how CDCR uses
Security Threat Groups (STGs) to criminalize
prisoner organizing, dissent, and survival; from the
Black Panther Party to the historic Agreement to
End Hostilities reached during the California prison
hunger strikes of 2011 and 2013, to today in CTF
Soledad. Co-Sponsors: National Lawyers Guild - SF
Bay Area Chapter, Underground Scholars, AntiPolice Terror Project, Oakland Abolition &
Solidarity, No Justice Under Capitalism”
Register here https://nlgsf.ourpowerbase.net/civicrm/event/info?id=86&reset=1
NYC Books through Bar's September Bundle of Books! Sept 1
“We kick off the autumn book drive with a
variety of titles to fill out the more
specialized requests from incarcerated
readers. Purchase copies of five works for
$30 (35% off retail): a care package for
incarcerated readers that will include
dictionaries, Audubon guides, adult coloring
books, and quick reference. September
2021's pick: Selections from DK's Pocket
Genius line, Audubon's nature field guides,
Webster's reference titles, and mandala
themed coloring books-- $30 for five books.
Following August's drive spotlighting titles
from Grove Press--430 books collected!--we take a slightly different approach to the book drive. Rather than
feature single titles in the bundle, each purchase will include five works (rather than the usual three) across a
range of subjects that Books Through Bars receive request for throughout the year: 2 titles from DK's line of
Pocket Genius books (Elements, Sharks, Rocks and Minerals, Dinosaurs, Cars, or Ancient Rome), 1 from the
National Audubon Society's pocket field guides (Butterflies, Insects and Spiders, Mammals, Constellations, or
Reptiles & Amphibians), 1 from the Random House Webster's line of of pocket reference books (American Sign
Language dictionary, Spanish dictionary, grammar usage guide), and 1 of Lisa Tenzin-Dolma's mindfully
meditative adult coloring books centered around mandalas. Why it is important to donate to NYC Books
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Through Bars: While the NYC Books Through Bars program operating out of Freebird's basement is currently
limiting in-person volunteering and drop offs due to COVID-19, book requests continue to pour in from prisons
around the country: nearly 300 per week. In response to the challenges of accepting those donations during
the pandemic, we have started a monthly program in which specific, in-demand titles can be purchased
through Freebird at a discount. These books will be sent to incarcerated readers across the country.” See
http://www.freebirdbooks.com/shop.html
September 1 Poetry of Protest and Struggle Video Sept 1
“Now Online: Poetry of Protest and Struggle September 1, 2021. A video project inspired by the People's Strike
movement (please visit https://peoplesstrike.org/). The fourth in our series of videos (Poetry selected and
video compiled by Steve Bloom). Please spread the word to your friends and comrades!
• This edition features the work of ten artists: Silvia Antonia Brandon-Pérez, Mosab Abu Toha, Ngoma Hill,
Naomi Foyle, Chris Brandt, Katharine Beeman, Raymond Nat Turner, Margaraet R. Sáraco, Zigi Lowenberg, and
Martín Espada.
• Anyone who would like to participate in the "Poetry of Protest and Struggle" project (we are projecting three
videos a year, one every four months) please send a sample of your work to steve@stevebloompoetry.net.
• If you missed a previous "Poetry of Protest and Struggle" here are the links: October 1, 2020 January 1, 2021
May 1, 2021”
50 Years of Resistance - Black August & Attica Sept 2
“Hosted by the Prisoners Solidarity
Committee of Workers World Party,
Monica Moorehead Managing
Editor, Workers World newspaper,
Mirinda Crissman & Ted Kelly CoEditors, Tear Down the Walls! CoChairs, Prisoners Solidarity
Committee! WITH Che Nieves, The
Young Lords, Surviving Rebel of the
Attica Prison Uprising, mYia X,
Mumia Abu-Jamal. Thursday,
September 2, 8pm ET / 5pm PT.

Register here: https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_O3rnPMrtQ-y95ZXnxKmgkg”
JOIN HOST KING DOWNING ON THIS THURSDAY FOR A SPECIAL UPDATE ON 78 YEAR OLD ELDER POLITICAL
PRISONER RUSSELL "MAROON" SHOATZ @ 6AM - 7AM ON "GOOD MORNING NUEVA YORK" - WBAI 99.5 FM
Sept 2
“JOIN HOST KING DOWNING ON THIS THURSDAY FOR A SPECIAL UPDATE ON OUR
78 YEAR OLD ELDER
POLITICAL PRISONER, RUSSELL "MAROON" SHOATZ ON "GOOD MORNING NUEVA
YORK" - WBAI 99.5 FM
LISTEN LIVE AT https://wbai.org/ THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 2, 2021 @ 6:00 AM 7:00 AM. Hosted By King Downing: KING@wbai.org . Using Culture As A Force To
Free Our Infirmed Elders From Prison
Maroon-Zulu Nation King Spirit Child, Legal, Family & Campaign Update On Russell
"Maroon" Shoatz, Noah Harmony Harley-Shoatz, Nia Holston, Esq. , Maroon-Zulu
Nation King Spirit Child” See https://wbai.org/
Umar of the Last Poets featured at Drum Beat Sept 1-3
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“The USHRN Coordinating Center is pleased to announce a
special cultural leader to be featured at "Drum Beat 21: the
US Human Rights Network's National Gathering" (Virtual).
The legendary Umar Bin Hassan of the Last Poets is sure to
elevate our power, resilience, and aspirations for the
Network's unified 2-year plan coming out of Drum Beat 21.
Umar is a renowned and Grammy-nominated artist. The Last
Poets' debut album made top-10 music charts, and Umar is
featured on Time Magazine's album-of-the-year. Don't miss it!
"With their politically charged raps, taut rhythms, and
dedication to raising African-American consciousness, the Last Poets almost single-handedly laid the
groundwork for the emergence of hip-hop." - critic Jason Ankeny. Do you have a visual, musical or performance
art piece that can be included in the 3-day, Virtual gathering? From Sept 1-3, 2021 the USHRN National
Gathering will consist of events such as key notes, panels, planning meetings, and teach-ins scheduled for each
day. Creative presentations will be interspersed with conference programming. If we can include a piece of your
art, poetry, or music, etc., please share a recording or high quality image version with
member@ushrnetwork.org.” Register here: https://secure.everyaction.com/-daIW6nIqUqVLZJN11uduQ2
Umi’s Archives: The Final Exhibit Is Here Sept 4
“Here comes the FINAL EXHIBIT. Who is Black? This final explores
the tensions, challenges, and history which exist within the
African diaspora, Black ethnicity, and Black freedom. The term
“African diaspora” emerges from the event, the Maafa, the great
tragedy of the transatlantic slave trade and implies that African
descended people are bound to each other, even in their
diversity. The exhibit explores this notion. RSVP to get your
private link to the Exhibit 6 launch this Saturday 3pm EST. Our
next Instagram Live is TOMORROW at 7:30pm! Heed the Call to
Free Imam Jamil! - Our letter writing campaign continues. Exhibit
5 is closing this Friday. “ See
https://mailchi.mp/umisarchive/kcap99umyn
https://www.instagram.com/umisarchive/
https://mailchi.mp/umisarchive/heed-the-call-to-free-em-all-v2

Watch "ESEIBIO - ASHE ASHE (R I.P MELVIN DICKSON)" Sep 5
Rest in Peace Melvin Dickson. See https://youtu.be/OU2drN788Z0
Jalil Muntaqim on Black August & Organizing for Liberation Sept 7
“Formerly incarcerated political prisoner Jalil Muntaqim spoke on this webinar the Black Alliance for Peace (BAP)
hosted on August 19, 2021. Live captions can be found at http://facebook.com/blackallianceforp...” “A
Condensed Version of Jalil’s presentation can be viewed here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q9MUojqmOk”. “The whole webinar can be viewed at https://youtu.be/yw9r8fHfvmw. "From Black August to Black
Liberation: Commemorating the Struggle of Political Prisoners" illuminated the indispensable role of political
prisoners in our struggle for Black Liberation. The discussion focused on the experiences and realities of current
and former political prisoners, the efforts of these freedom fighters to convene the Spirit of Mandela
International Tribunal, the organizing and grassroots work being done to free political prisoners, the ongoing
significance of Black August, and Assata Shakur's exile as a form of political imprisonment. The panelists also
considered what all of this means in the struggle against imperialism, colonialism, racism and war.
PANELISTS: Makungu Akinyela, Saudia Durrant, Krystal Strong, Jaribu Hill, Jalil Muntaqim
MODERATOR: Nnamdi Lumumba
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Check out BAP's Black August resources: http://linktr.ee/blackallianceforpeace
Learn about BAP: http://blackallianceforpeace.com”
Freedom Archives news: Abolition Now! 50 Years of the Attica Prison Uprising — Maysles Documentary
Center Sept 8, 10, 13th
“Abolition Now! 50 Years of the Attica Prison Uprising — Maysles Documentary Center. Abolition Now! 50 Years
of the Attica Prison Uprising will run in our Virtual Cinema from August 30 until September 20. Our whole
question is: “just what level of consciousness will support the violent revolutionary activity necessary to achieve
our ends? How will we know when this level is reached?”― George Jackson, Blood in My Eye (1972)
Curated by Emily Apter. Co-presented by Maysles Documentary Center and Third World Newsreel and in
collaboration with Attica Is All of Us, The Freedom Archives, and the Documentary Forum at CCNY.
Drawing on films made from 1971 to the present day, Abolition Now!”
“Films include:
Teach Our Children (Christine Choy & Susan Robeson, 1972, 35 min.)
Attica (Cinda Firestone, 1974, 80 min.)
Still Attica Remains (Nick Macdonald, 1975, 15 min.)
George Jackson/San Quentin - Workprint (Courtesy of The Freedom Archives, 1972, 28 min.)
Evidence of the Evidence (Alex Johnston, 2018, 20 min.)
The Prison In 12 Landscapes (Brett Story, 2016, 90 min.)
Prisons on Fire: George Jackson, Attica, and Black Liberation [Digital Album] (Produced by Anita Johnson,
Claude Marks, and The Freedom Archives)
Live Events:
(Please read the Maysles Documentary Center Covid-19 Policies here: https://www.maysles.org/covid-policies)
Wednesday, September 8th at 7:30PM EDT in-person screening of Teach Our Children (Susan Robeson &
Christine Choy, 1972) at Maysles Cinema. This screening will be followed by a recorded conversation with
Christine Choy (Teach Our Children) and JT Takagi (Third World Newsreel). TICKETS HERE:
https://www.maysles.org/calendar/2021/9/8/inthecinema-teach-our-children
Friday, September 10th at 8PM EDT Sidewalk Cinema screening of Attica (Cinda Firestone, 1974).
Monday, September 13 at 7PM EDT Live Zoom Panel discussion with Brett Story (The Prison In 12 Landscapes),
Alex Johnston (Evidence of the Evidence), and Kevin Steele (Organizer with Root & Branch NYC). Moderated by
Niki Franco (Organizer with (F)Empower Miami). RSVP HERE:
https://us02web.zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_Ht5cbHm0QaKYRIi1rf3N4A”
"Building Infrastructure: Identifying Tactics for Sustainable Formations": Panel Discussion Supporting
Jailhouse Lawyers Speak's #SHUTEMDOWN2021 Demos Sept 8
“For this episode we offered our platform to some organizers inside and out, who put together a series of
discussions on the state and needs of prisoner movements today. This is the third segment of a series of
political discussions focused on building support for Jailhouse Lawyers Speak’s 2021 National Call To Action
“Shut ‘Em Down” and looking forward to next summer’s 2022 National Prisoner Strike and Boycott. The first
two panels were hosted by George Jackson University and Final Straw Radio, we’ll link to both in the show
notes and people should really listen to all these conversations in dialogue with one another. From various New
Afrikan perspectives, panelists discuss cadre development and political education as a crucial strategies toward
building sustainable formations and community infrastructure. They discuss how these formations and related
infrastructure can propel the prisoners’ resistance movement towards the abolition of prisons.
The moderator of this panel is coco. coco is a conscious New Afrikan engaging in prisoner solidarity work along
with political education & New Afrikan resistance.
The panelists for this discussion are:
Kwame “Beans” Shakur. Kwame is Chairman and Co-Founder of the New Afrikan Liberation Collective (NALC)
and National Director for the Prison Lives Matter Movement. Kwame is a political prisoner currently being held
in Indiana DOC solitary confinement (SHU) in an attempt to silence his work inside & out.
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Nomi Isaac, pronouns they/them/theirs, is an afro-futurist cultural organizer, and earth liberation advocate
engaged in class struggle taking place on Pamunkey Land, or what is commonly known as Richmond Virginia.
They co-produce the Black Feminist podcast Race Capitol and are a proud member and support the work of
prisoner solidarity efforts within VA Prison Abolition Collecitive (VPAC), NALC, and the Richmond Community
Bail Fund. Abbas Muntaqim is a New Afrikan Muslim educator and organizer who co-chairs People’s Programs,
an Oakland based New Afrikan/Pan Afrikan organization. He also co-hosts Hella Black Podcast.
One note on audio, apologies but there were some technical difficulties with the audio coming from Kwame
Shakur who was calling us from inside. Those clear up after the first couple of responses, but I encourage folks
to stick with the conversation despite the distortion in the audio in his first couple of segments.
A reminder that as we publish on September 8th, tomorrow is the 50th Anniversary of the Attica Rebellion and
a second set of “Shut ‘Em Down” demonstrations are scheduled around the country in response to Jailhouse
Lawyers Speak’s Call to Action.” Go to the link to listen to this segment:
https://millennialsarekillingcapitalism.libsyn.com/building-infrastructure-identifying-tactics-for-sustainableformations
"Attica is every prison; and every prison is Attica.” Sept 9

“From The Official Report of the New York State. Special Commission on Attica. 2021 marks the 50th
anniversary of the uprising at Attica. Join CANY Thursday, September 9th at Neuehouse for the premiere of
“Every Prison Is Attica,” a short documentary film by David Kuhn, and the NYS Museum exhibition “Open
Wounds.” Sep 9th 2021 at 5:30 PM EDT to Thu, Sep 9th 2021 at 7:30 PM EDT.
RSVP here https://secure.givelively.org/event/cany/175-years-of-progress/every-prison-is-attica
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Riverside Church PM- 50th Commemoration of the Attica Uprising and Massacre - September 9th and 13th - 6
pm to 8:30 pm Sept 9 & 13

“From The Attica Is All Of Us Coalition: Join us on September 9th and 13th for the 50th Commemoration of the
Attica uprising and massacre two-part remote event. The first virtual event will focus on the history and
aftermath of the Attica uprising, and will include two moderated roundtable discussions with Attica Brothers,
observers, legal workers, & directly impacted family members. The second event will focus on what Attica
means today and the ongoing fight for justice.” For more information and to register see
https://www.atticaisallofus.org/register
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Attica 50 Years Later: Memory, History, Legacy Sept 10

RAPP BBQ! Saturday Sept 11
“Join Us On September 11 at a RAPP BBQ to Celebrate Our
Collective Work. In case you missed it, the New York State
Legislature reconvened this week for a special session to
primarily extend the eviction moratorium. We joined them
in Albany to add that the crisis of aging and death in New
York State prisons also needs to be addressed through
passing Elder Parole and Fair & Timely Parole. Help us share
the press we received from it using this social media guide.
To celebrate our collective work to free our elders and pass
parole justice this year, we are hosting the RAPP BBQ on
Saturday, September 11 at 1 pm at Riverside Park (at 151st
street and Riverside Drive). The BBQ will be potluck style so
bring a dish and a friend! We’ll supply some friends and
dishes too. Please RSVP here and add any guests and/or
dishes you might bring. We look forward to seeing you
there!”
See https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1RstFPaXJkFy3-A36R37HydaKwsG8dhOvgjEJRCgNeaI/edit#gid=0
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NYC ABC Running Down the Walls Sept 12
“WHAT: NYC ABC's Running Down the Walls – 5k
Run/Walk/Jog/Bike/Hang
WHEN: 2:00-7:00pm, Sunday, September 12th, 2021
WHERE: Prospect Park– Lincoln Road/East Lake Drive, east of the
Terrace Bridge. We’re excited to announce Running Down the
Walls 2021, COVID permitting. After making the difficult decision
to not hold last year’s event in person, we are very much looking
forward to gathering as a community for the first time in a long
time. Please stay tuned to our website, sign up for our newsletter,
and follow us on twitter (@nycabc) for updates. Every year,
prisoners and supporters of political prisoners organize solidarity
events with Running Down the Walls. In previous years, we’ve had
runs in Albuquerque (NM), Arcata (CA), Ashland (OR), Bellefonte
(PA), Boston (MA), Buffalo (NY), Chico (CA), Denver (CO), Elmore
(AL), Inez (KY), Los Angeles (CA), Marion (IL), Minneapolis (MN)
New York (NY), USP Navosta (TX), Pelican Bay (CA), Philadelphia
(PA), Phoenix (AZ), Tucson (AZ), Seattle (WA), and Toronto, Ontario. This year we hope to expand the amount of
runs in prisons and other cities, as well as increase the amount of funds raised for community projects. NYC
ABC‘s goal with this year’s run is $4,000. You can donate online by going to paypal.me/nycabc. This year’s run
will take place on Sunday, September 12th, 2021 at 2:00 pm in solidarity and conjunction with runs that will
take place in cities and prison yards across the country at the same time.
REGISTER OR SPONSOR A PARTICIPANT
* Donate online at paypal.me/nycabc * Donate to the run/sponsor a participant – If you are not able to attend,
but want to support this fundraising effort, please mail donations to: NYC ABC, PO Box 110034, Brooklyn, NY
11211. Your donation of $10 or more entitles you to the celebratory picnic after the event. For more
information, visit: abcf.net/warchest-program”
Philly ABC: Angola 3 and Running Down The Walls! Sept 12
“We are excited to announce that Robert King and Albert
Woodfox of the Angola 3 have registered for Running Down The
Walls! They are coming to Philadelphia to be part of the
#RunForMumia. If you can attend, remote or in person, please
register as soon as you can before the deadline (August 27th).
Remote participants will be sent the event shirt and have access
to a livestream. We also need help with promotion and getting
other folks signed up in order to maximize the impact of this
event for Mumia (and the other political prisoners the Warchest
supports)--I've updated the social media toolkit here:
https://phillyabc.org/rdtw/2021-pre-event-social/. Those are
Twitter and Instagram posts that Philly ABC has been posting
(and some scheduled to post later this week). Feel free to pick
and choose and post in whatever order you want. These can be
reposted as-is, or serve as examples/templates for your own
posts. Images and videos can be right-clicked and saved, so that
you can upload them to your posts. If anyone on IG or Twitter
would prefer that we just DM you posts to quickly repost let me
know, or you can go to @philly_abc (IG) @phillyabc (twitter) and repost anything from there. Free them all! Illy
Voxi”
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Run with us over the Richmond Bridge towards San Quentin for the Running Down The Walls (Mumia Run)
RDTW 2021 (Richmond, CA) Sept 12
“Sunday, September 12th join us in the run from
Richmond, CA. over the Richmond Bridge towards
San Rapheal to the San Quentin Prison. We are
doing this as a West Coast Contingent Run to free
Mumia (#RunningDownTheWalls and
#RunForMumia). Join us here in the Bay Area for
Mumia's Freedom! Our banner that some will
carry over the Richmond Bridge is below. So when
they start in Philly at 10:30 am ---- We will begin at
7:30 am PT. Tai Chi for our warm up will be that at
7:15, then we will begin our run/and bike ride
taking off at 8:00 am PT. We will proceed to run to
both gates at the San Quentin Prison first crossing
over the Richmond to San Rapheal Bridge. I will
make sure to have someone at the end of the run
to provide the snacks and refreshments afterwards.
Aleta Toure, California4Mumia, Parable of the Sower Coop. ” See https://parableofsowercoop.com/
Teach the Black Freedom Struggle Online Classes Sept 13
“Thousands of teachers and students
have attended our online classes with
people’s historians. These free classes
offer the chance to learn directly
from leading historians and to meet
peers from across the country. Below
are the upcoming sessions. Can’t Stop
Won’t Stop: A Hip-Hop History.
Monday, September 13 / 4pm PT /
7pm ET” Register here:
https://www.zinnedproject.org/
news/cant-stop-wont-stop

Video: Lakota Law addresses the Squad at Line 3 Sept 13
“The Line 3 pipeline resistance movement got an important boost at the beginning of September. Four
members of “the Squad” — U.S. Reps. Ayanna Pressley, Rashida Tlaib, Cori Bush, and Ilhan Omar — visited the
frontlines to put additional pressure on President Biden to shut down this dangerous tar sands pipeline.
Today, we offer you a short video featuring the conversation Lakota Law had with the Squad. At the Headwaters
of the Mississippi, Phyllis spoke her mind to the delegation — and what she had to say was powerful.” Please
take a look: https://lakotalaw.org/resources/phyllis-squad-line-3
Ralph Poynter: What's Happening BlogTalkRadio September, Tuesday, 14, 2021Call in 1 (347)857-3293 @ 910pm ET Sept 14
“September, Tuesday, 14, 2021. Call in 1 (347) 857-3293 @ 9-10pm ET. “The WAR of the WORLDS" (not 'Orson
Wells' production) but WAR on the WORLD-America's production & VACCINE enforcements”.
1. NEWS ANALYSIS - An anatomy of oppression requires an anatomy of colonialism/imperialism i.e. An anatomy
of the American Capitalist System: Ralph Poynter, Tom Siracuse, Joel Meyers, Gwen Goodwin, Nellie Hester
Bailey, Gil Obler
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2. UPDATES -- Political Prisoner Death Camps - Anne Lamb (NYC Jericho)
3. Liberation Poetry – NZINGA – in remembrance of Sister Lynne
===SPECIAL GUEST/ Pam Africa- International Free Mumia Coalition
Featuring- NZINGA & Liberation Poetry”
Marcus Garvey's Son Dr. Julius Garvey to Deliver Historic Keynote Address on Garvey's Legacy, Push for
Exoneration at PuLSE Institute Forum Sept 16
“Dr. Julius Garvey, an accomplished surgeon and the youngest son of Marcus Mosiah Garvey, the father of the
20th century Black freedom struggle, has accepted the invitation of The PuLSE Institute to deliver a keynote
address on the legacy of his father, his philosophical impact on the modern-day Black Lives Matter movement,
and the importance of the Justice4Garvey initiative, which is asking for a full posthumous exoneration of
Garvey by President Joe Biden. Dr. Garvey will speak at The PuLSE Institute’s virtual forum on Thursday,
September 16, 4-6pm EST. Marcus Garvey’s indelible work on the need for Blacks all over the world to develop
a new level of consciousness about their worth and dignity laid the foundation for the Civil Rights Movement.
Marcus Garvey, one of the most charismatic Black leaders in the world, who founded the Universal Negro
Improvement Association (UNIA) in 1914 with a membership that reached 5 million members in 40 nations by
1921, as well as the Black Star Line Steamship Corp, a shipping company, was convicted of mail fraud in 1923
and sent back to his native Jamaica and never allowed to return to the United States. Since then, many
including historians have contended that the case against Garvey was trumped up charges made during a time
when Black leaders, such as the Reverend Martin Luther King Jr., were under constant surveillance by
authorities and criminal justice system used to target them and their allies who were calling for the dismantling
of Jim Crow…” See https://thepulseinstitute.org/2021/08/24/dr-julius-garvey-son-of-preeminent-global-blackleader-marcus-garvey-to-keynote-pulse-forum-september-16/
Video: “Puerto Rico Regional Report BNC 2020”. ‘This Latine Heritage month, we are uplifting the powerful
Black Latines in this movement’ Sept 15

“During Latine Heritage Month, we honor the Black Latines in the United States and globally who have shaped
our freedom movements -- a beautiful and diverse legacy that teaches us the power we have when we bring
our whole selves into the work. We are too often told that Black and Latine identities are at odds or cannot
coexist, when in reality, we are critical voices in our Black freedom movements. We are asked to hold false
binaries, when it is our negritud y cultura that have made us who we are. We are told we have no history, when
the history of Black Latine people is rich, vibrant, and ongoing. Despite this historic erasure, Black Latines have
always been and continue to be leaders, activists, and revolutionaries within Black liberation movements in the
U.S. and throughout the world. On the first day of Latine Heritage Month, we spotlight a few of the many
powerful Black Latine changemakers from our global movement’s history:
Arturo Schomburg was a Puerto Rican historian, writer, and activist. An important figure in the Harlem
Renaissance, he collected research and materials that would come to form the basis of the Schomburg Center
for Research on Black Culture.
Mamá Tingó was a Dominican farmer and activist who worked to defend the land rights of rural farmworkers in
Hato Viejo, Dominican Republic. She won the rights of more than 300 families to own their lands before she
was assassinated.
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Marielle Franco was a Brazilian politician, feminist, and activist for LGBTQ+ liberation and human rights. An
outspoken critic of police brutality and extrajudicial killings, her term as a city councillor in Rio de Janeiro was
cut short when she was assassinated.
However, Black Latine contributions to the Black liberation movement are not only relegated to our past.
Throughout the ecosystem of the Movement for Black Lives, Black Latine folks are working daily to materially
change the lives and circumstances of Black and Latine people for the better. The diversity of our movement is a
source of power, and our power is great. So, this Latine Heritage month, we will honor the Black Latine
comrades who came before, and lift up those in our vast and beautiful ecosystem who are fighting for our
freedoms today. With Black love, Movement for Black Lives” See https://vimeo.com/605101653
AFRICA 400: Human Rights Defenders of Human Rights Movement; A Call for Reparative, Restorative, and
Transitional Justice Sept 15th
“The Wednesday, September 15 edition
of Africa400 features a panel of guests
representing several organizations
working in defense of human rights and
the empowerment of People of African
Descent.
Show hosts Mama Tomiko and Baba Ty
welcome members of the following
organizations to discuss their roles in
the pursuit of human rights, restorative
justice and raising the voice of the
grassroots Pan-Afrikan Diaspora and
marginalized communities.
Featured organizations include the US
Human Rights Network, the Jericho
Movement, the George Jackson
University, the Kent State Truth Tribunal,
the Spirit of Mandela Coalition, the
Black Alliance for Peace and the Sixth
Region Diaspora Caucus.” See
https://srdcinternational.org/a-panelof-human-rights-defenders-andorganizers-on-africa400-wednesdayseptember-15-2021/
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Political Prisoner Letter Writing Event Sponsored by NYC Jericho & Certain Days Sept 18

“The People's Forum, 320 West 37th Street (between 8th & 9th Avenues) New York, NY. (Any train to Penn
Station) Free 2-4pm. Join NYC Jericho and the Certain Days collective in writing political prisoners at this free
event. We will be giving short presentations and writing political prisoners: Leonard Peltier, Sundiata Acoli,
Jessica Reznicek and Xinachtli. Materials will be provided. Social distancing will be practiced. Hand sanitizer
will be available. Contact: nycjericho@gmail.com info@certaindays.org” See https://www.facebook.com/
"I'ma whistleblower for Justice, People and Planet!" Sept 19
“A Day of Engagement and Coalition Building. SUNDAY, September 19, 2021 -LIVE 11:00 am - 5:00 pm EST
Thomas Paine Park (Foley Square)-Center & Pearl St - New York City, #4,5,6 to Brooklyn Bridge - City Hall.
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We invite you to “a Day of Engagement and Coalition Building for a World Beyond ALL Wars.”-------Organized to
connect the dots between issues and causes and to build a coalition among groups ranging from Black Lives
Matter and Codepink to Extinction Rebellion, Veterans For Peace, International Action Center, New Abolitionist
Movement, Lynne Stewart Org., NYC Jericho, National Jericho, In the Spirit of Mandela and World BEYOND War.”
The Zo: A Talk With Two Emmy Nominated Writers by United Black Family Scholarship Foundation Sept 19

(Picture retrieved from https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-zo-a-talk-with-two-emmy-nominated-writers-tickets-168199708857)

“Join us on September 19th, 2021 at 4:30 p.m. PST as we sit down with incarcerated author Ivan Kilgore and
Yale University graduate Patrick Doolittle to discuss “the Zo”. Inspired by Ivan's raw storytelling, the National
Academy of Television Arts & Sciences has nominated the Marshall Project’s three-part animation series
entitled “the Zo” for two Emmy Awards. The project, a rendition of former Yale University student Patrick
Doolittle’s thesis paper, The Zo: Disorientation and Retaliatory Disorientation in American Prisons, was adapted
from Kilgore's book Domestic Genocide: the Institutionalization of Society, chapter 8—the Zo….” For more Info
& to Register see https://www.eventbrite.com/e/the-zo-a-talk-with-two-emmy-nominated-writers-tickets168199708857
Induction | Episode 1 | The Zo | The Marshall Project
Step into The Zo—a term coined by one prisoner who felt being in prison was like living in 'The Twilight Zone.'
The Zo is not a place you can point to or a system you can fight. It’s the result of quixotic, arbitrary moves by
prison wardens and staff that incarcerated people can rarely prove or defend themselves against. Our first
episode, “Induction,” shows how prison guards and administrators use deliberate bureaucratic paradoxes to
make you question your grip on reality and your sense of self. Let us know what you think of this episode in the
comments below. Be sure to like, share, and subscribe: http://bit.ly/SubscribeMarshallProject The Zo is a 3-part
animated series illustrated by Molly Crabapple and narrated by Michael K. Williams for The Marshall Project
and First Look Media’s streaming service, Topic. The Marshall Project is a nonpartisan, nonprofit news
organization that seeks to create and sustain a sense of national urgency about the U.S. criminal justice system.
Join us on our channel as we strive to educate and enlarge the audience of people who care about the state of
criminal justice. See more of our work at https://www.themarshallproject.org/ And follow The Marshall Project
on Facebook: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EE33jJirvk8&t=2s And follow The Marshall Project on
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/TheMarshallP... Twitter: https://twitter.com/marshallproj Instagram:
https://www.instagram.com/marshallproj/
RESOURCES: Teaching for Black Lives Teacher Study Groups(Zinn Education Project) Sept 2021-Sept 2022
“The Zinn Education Project is excited to announce that a generous group of donors has funded another round
of Teaching for Black Lives Study Groups, for the 2021-2022 school year. This is a free professional learning
opportunity. Each study group will receive:
-Teaching for Black Lives book for each participant (up to 20) and Teaching for Black Lives Study Guide
-Rethinking Schools subscription for each participant (up to 20)
-Introductory workshop featuring one or more editors of Teaching for Black Lives
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-Access to several invitation-only webinars and workshops (panel discussions on current events, curriculum
workshops, campaign planning)
-Closing event featuring one or more editors of Teaching for Black Lives
-Access to a network of other teacher study groups across the United States
-The structure and format can vary (see suggestions below) according to the goals of the group.
Applications will be reviewed on a rolling basis. They are open to teachers from across the United States.” See
https://www.zinnedproject.org/news/teaching-for-black-lives-teacher-study-groups-2021-2022/
The 55th year Celebration of the Black Panther Party!!! Oct 22-24
“55th year celebration of the BPP will be held at Bobby Hutton Park 18th @ Adeline (DeFremery Park) October
23th 12-4pm pop up exhibit at the West Oakland Library the same day. 10-4pm Sponsored by It's About Time,
West Oakland Library, Bay View newspaper. For info go to www.bpp55thyearcelebration.com”
Black Panther Party History Month: Art Exhibition Oct 1-31st
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Until Justice Be Done: From the Revolution to Reconstruction Oct 5
“The half-century before the Civil
War was beset with conflict over
equality as well as freedom. Teach
Reconstruction campaign adviser Dr.
Kate Masur joins high school
teacher Jessica Rucker to speak
about the history of the movement
for equal rights that courageously
battled racist laws and institutions,
Northern and Southern, in the
decades before the Civil War. Her
book, Until Justice Be Done:
America’s First Civil Rights
Movement, From the Revolution to Reconstruction, lays out the indispensable role of African Americans in
shaping the U.S. ideal of equality before the law.” Tuesday, October 5 / 4pm PT / 7pm ET. See
https://www.zinnedproject.org/news/teach-black-freedom-struggle-classes
Virtual Letter Writing Night Oct 8th

See https://m.facebook.com/apphrcusa/ Registration link for Oct 8th letter writing
night....https://sites.google.com/islamicleadership.org/main-islamic-leadership/october-2021-letter-writingnight?authuser=9
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NLG: Announcing Keynote Presenter: Talila A. Lewis! Oct 11-17
“We're thrilled to announce
that abolitionist community
lawyer, educator, and organizer
Talila A. Lewis will be the
Keynote Presenter at our virtual
2021 #Law4ThePeople
Convention! More info about
the Convention coming soon!
Talila A. Lewis (no gender
pronouns; use Talila or “TL”
instead of using pronouns) is an
abolitionist community lawyer,
educator, and organizer whose
work reveals and addresses the
inextricable links between
ableism, racism, classism, and
all forms of systemic oppression and structural inequity. Recognized as a 2015 White House Champion of
Change and one of Pacific Standard Magazine’s Top 30 Thinkers Under 30, Lewis engineers innovative and
intersectional social justice efforts that address grave interconnected injustices within education, medical, and
legal systems that have gone unaddressed for generations. Lewis’s advocacy primarily focuses on harm and
violence reduction and interruption, advocacy with people affected by incarceration/institutionalization, and
abolition of all forms of incarceration/institutionalization. As one of the only people in the nation working to
correct and prevent wrongful convictions of deaf/disabled people, Lewis regularly presents and trains on this
and related topics. As the creator of the only national database of deaf/blind/disabled people, Lewis advocates
with and for hundreds of disabled defendants, incarcerated, and returned people and their loved ones. Lewis is
a 2018 Roddenberry Fellow & a 2018 Atlantic Fellow for Racial Equity.” Register here:
https://www.nlg.org/convention-registration/
NOW BOOKING! BLACK PANTHER ALUMNI LEGACY CITY WALKING TOUR (Ongoing)
“BLACK PANTHER ALUMNI LEGACY CITY
WALKING TOUR. Meet original members of
the Black Panther Party & walk with them
through the historical sites in the birthplace
of the Party, Oakland CA. Listen to their
stories and learn the truths behind the
world's most famous revolutionary
organization for the liberation of Black and
oppressed communities. Book a Tour Now
https://www.eventbrite.com/e/blackpanther-party-legacy-city-tour-tickets160249200673”
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OSO Blanco 4 pack greeting cards 100% native art C.A.P (children’s art project) proceeds go to the children of
Chiapas in the Zapatista zone-ETSY (Ongoing)

“Oso Blanco CAP project featuring 100% native art by enrolled native tribal members to benefit children of
Chiapas in the Zapatista zone. Oso Blanco is a citizen of the Cherokee nation. 4-pack of greeting cards made by
political prisoner, activist and artist Oso Blanco includes the following 4 designs in 5"x7" with white envelopes:
Hummingbird
Hummingbird and sun pacific northwest style Washington state area... this is to honor my friend Moses from
Tullulip nation, in Washington state. They carve totum poles. they are fishermen.
Four directions
Earth fire wind water with water spider mother was done to honor mother earth's defenders, Earth First!ers
and tree-sit warriors worldwide.
Coiled serpent
It looks like a Serpent in a round symbol over the top of an ancient Cherokee town in the southeast woods with
pine trees.. its red... round... he came down in ancient times to teach Cherokees the sacred knowledge, and
how not to lose it.
KOKOPELLI, Spirit of fertility
Kokopelli, ancient spirit, playing flute notes of his song go into the clouds everywhere he travels he leaves
flowers behind, in his steps in my view of him he is petroglyphic all over the southwest on rocks out in the
desert.
THANKS TO TEAM GADUGI FOR THE ART AT THE MONUMENT TO THE DRAGGING CANOE WARRIORS IN
CHATTANOOGA TN, Cherokee art ... Byron Shane Chubbuck OB/Oso Blanco, Cherokee Nation Citizen. See Etsy
page to purchase https://www.etsy.com/shop/OSOBLANCOCAPROJECT?ref=simple-shop-headername&listing_id=991583048
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“Organizing and Rebuilding African Working Class through Pan-Africanism and Socialism,
a Collection of Essays” by Abdul Jabbar Caliph; Edited by Tomiko Shine. (Ongoing)

Order your Book Now! Email: abduljabbaressays@gmail.com
FB: https://www.facebook.com/booksforthemovement
Cost: $20 book, $5 Shipping

News, Articles, and Updates
(Political Prisoner Specific)
August 17, 1970 was a day of tragedy in Omaha, Nebraska Aug 17
“August 17, 1970, was a day of tragedy in Omaha, Nebraska. Patrolman Larry Minard, answering a 911 call
about a woman screaming in a vacant house was killed when a suitcase bomb exploded. Buried on what should
have been his 30th birthday, Minard left a widow with five young children. The crime demanded punishment
and simultaneously three different law enforcement agencies; the Federal Bureau of Investigation; Alcohol,
Tobacco & Firearms Division; and the Omaha Police Department took steps to pin the crime on Edward
Poindexter and David Rice [Wopashite Mondo Eyen we Langa] for their leadership of the Black Panther Party
affiliate group, the National Committee to Combat Fascism…” See
https://richardsonreports.wordpress.com/2021/08/17/august-17-1970-was-a-day-of-tragedy-in-omahanebraska/
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Imam Jamil has received cataract surgery in both eyes, and his eyesight is fully restored Aug 20
“We have just confirmed that Imam Jamil has received
cataract surgery in both eyes, and his eyesight is fully
restored…He received his surgery on Wednesday, August
18th, just 3 days after the protest in Tucson. All of your
support in sending emails and donating to his legal
defense is working. Thank you to everyone who has
supported this far! We couldn’t have got here without you.
Until he’s free, the work isn’t over. The struggle continues.
Continue supporting at freeimamjamil.com! If you’ve
already completed the action items, ask your friends and
family to!
#FreeHRapBrown #FreeImamJamil” See
https://www.facebook.com/freeimamjamil/

The psychosis of torture: The sport of abusing prisoners in Lucasville, Ohio: Like pulling wings off flies Aug 21
“Some behavioral theorists believe that children who torture
animals – those who pull the wings off flies for example –
display early pathological tendencies and will likely become
sociopaths or violent psychotics as they age. What does this
say about entire communities that revel in inflicting even
greater cruelties on other humans? On this point, I’m thinking
of Western slave societies, and abuses described by historians
like C.L.R. James, in “The Black Jacobins,” his renowned
account of the slave revolution that overthrew slavery in Haiti.
James described such abuses inflicted on slaves for sport, as
packing a slave’s rectum with gunpowder and igniting it.
Western slave society has always been barbaric, and it still is.
Cruel abuses continue to be inflicted – in U.S. prisons, for
example, where forced slave labor still abounds. The Southern
Ohio Correctional Facility, aka Lucasville, where I’m presently
imprisoned, provides a perfect example. I’ve been at
Lucasville only a few weeks – having been recently expelled
from the Indiana prison system, my sixth interstate prison transfer in nine years, for challenging and exposing
abuses there – and have heard nothing but a steady stream of horror stories of prisoners suffering torment and
abuse (from lynchings – hangings staged as suicides – to beatings and starvation) at the hands of staff who
come from racially segregated rural white communities, where racism is obviously a deeply ingrained cultural
norm…” See https://sfbayview.com/2021/08/the-sport-of-abusing-prisoners-in-lucasville-ohio-like-pullingwings-off-flies/
David Gilbert: Cuomo commutes sentence of radical who took part in '81 robbery David Gilbert, imprisoned
for four decades, can take case to parole board Aug 23
“Just hours before leaving office, Gov. Andrew M. Cuomo granted clemency to five men, including the
commutation of the 75-years-to-life sentence of David Gilbert, a former member of the radical Weather
Underground who in 1981 took part in the robbery of a Brink's armored truck in Rockland County that left two
Nyack police officers and a security guard dead. Cuomo's action will allow Gilbert to make his case to the parole
board. The 76-year-old has been incarcerated for four decades after being convicted of felony murder and
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robbery. He is currently confined at Shawangunk Correctional Facility, a maximum-security prison in Ulster
County, 80 miles south of Albany.” See https://www.timesunion.com/news/article/Cuomo-commutes-sentenceof-radical-who-took-part-16406824.php
Black police groups call for ex-Black Panther jailed for 48 years to be released -Ed Pilkington in New York. Aug
24
“A coalition of current and retired Black police officers is calling for the release on parole of Sundiata Acoli, a
former Black Panther member who has been incarcerated for 48 years for the 1973 murder of a New Jersey
state trooper. Four Black law enforcement groups have joined forces to press the case for Acoli’s parole almost
half a century after he was arrested. In an amicus brief filed with the New Jersey supreme court, they call his
continued imprisonment “an affront to racial justice” and accuse the parole board of violating the law by
repeatedly refusing to set the prisoner free. “Mr Acoli has spent more than half of his life in prison cells the size
of a parking space, including nearly 20 years as a senior citizen … He should be granted parole,” the groups
write. Acoli is one of at least 11 former members of the Black Panther Party and its armed wing, the Black
Liberation Army, who are still in prison for acts of violence committed largely in the late 1960s and 1970s. Many
of the prisoners are approaching their half-century behind bars. At 84, Acoli is the oldest of the former Black
radicals still languishing in prison. He contracted Covid-19 last year from his cell in FCI Cumberland in Maryland,
and is suffering from physical and mental impairments including gradual deterioration of his memory.” See
https://www.theguardian.com/us-news/2021/aug/24/black-police-officers-groups-seek-parole-former-blackpanther-sundiata-acoli?traffic_source=Connatix
Tribute to Russell ‘Maroon’ Shoatz Aug 27
“Russell Shoatz, whose birthday was Aug. 23, is a political prisoner convicted of acts that were committed
during a time when Black and Brown people were engaged in a war for their very survival. His acts weren’t for
selfish gain. In fact, with the burden of a Life Without Parole sentence weighing him down, he continued to
mentor and educate young men such as myself from the extreme margins of his one-man cell in solitary
confinement. Nearly 80 years old now, his principles still haven’t changed. Even in prison, against seemingly
insurmountable reactionary state violence, he willed himself to carry out the mission of his generation, and I,
for one, am grateful for his resolve. I don’t know how this story will end; I’m hopeful, but I can’t predict if my
elder will ever be released from prison. However, I can predict one thing: I will never quit advocating on his
behalf. I will never quit being an example of his tutelage. I will never give up fighting for Russell “Maroon”
Shoatz, because he never gave up on me – he never gave up on any of us, and he never will.” See
https://sfbayview.com/2021/08/tribute-to-russell-maroon-shoatz/
It's Time to Release Leonard Peltier! Aug 29
“Historian Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr. writes in Robert Kennedy and His Times, “On the day Robert Kennedy
himself died, a New York Seneca, whose reservation he had visited in 1967, wrote to his widow: ‘We loved him,
too. Mrs. Kennedy, Loving a public official for an Indian is almost unheard of, as history bears out. We trusted
him. Unheard of, too, for an Indian. We had faith in him.” The late American Indian scholar, Vine Deloria, Jr.,
writes of Kennedy, he was a man “who could move from world to world and never be a stranger
anywhere…Spiritually, he was an Indian.” Kennedy was a hero to American Indians because he was one of the
few politicians who paid attention to the mass poverty, lack of housing and poor healthcare on Indian
reservations. Kennedy, the younger brother of President John F. Kennedy, served in his brother’s administration
as U.S. Attorney General. After the president was assassinated, Kennedy became a U.S. senator representing
New York. In 1968, he sought the Democratic Party’s nomination for president.” See
https://nativenewsonline.net/opinion/it-s-time-to-release-leonard-peltier
"In Answer to Pig Harassment; Keep the Heat On 'Em!" By Kevin Rashid Johnson Aug 30
“On August 27, 2021 I received my recently purchased Jpay prison tablet, which can be used to correspond with
the outside, send out articles, that sort of thing. Officials here at Southern Ohio Correctional (sic!) Facility aka
Lucasville prison, know the likely uses I’ll put this device to. And of course, they ain’t feeling it. I was called from
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my cell that afternoon to pick up the tablet, which interestingly was in the possession of Joshua McAllister, the
racist sergeant who is directly responsible for blocking me from communicating with outside folks now: he put
me on phone restriction (in violation of the Ohio prison system’s COVID-19 protocol) and commissary
restriction, and has been otherwise blocking my commissary purchases so I can’t buy writing supplies and
harassing others around me ordering them to not talk to me or assist me with contacting outside folks, etc.
I and three others went to his “office” (which is actually a cell furnished with a couple of desks and computers),
and stood outside waiting to be called in to collect our tablets. McAllister and his partner saved me for last.
When I entered he immediately launched into one of his, now typical, B-movie bad-cop impersonations,
assuring me that, “I don’t care what your people say about me online!” If that’s so, I wondered aloud, why are
you mentioning it to me. He went on in the same breath to further contradict himself: “You know what a
lawsuit is don’t you? Well if you don’t tell them to stop that’s what’s coming!” he threatened. I responded with
the obvious question, “Didn’t you just say you didn’t care what they were saying? And by the way, you have me
on phone restriction so I can’t tell them anything.” Angered, he asked, “Do you remember what I told you when
you first got here?,” referring to threats to set me up for violent assault, and other racist and provocative
remarks he’d made. “Sure I do,” I responded. “No you don’t!” he said, obviously frustrated that his scare tactics
weren’t quite scaring me…” See https://rashidmod.com/?p=3104
Support Jessica Reznicek Aug 30
“In 2016, Jessica took action to stop the construction of the Dakota Access Pipeline but dismantling
machinery as well as pipeline valves. In 2021 she was sentenced to eight years in prison, aided by the
application of a terrorism enhancement to her action to save the water and show solidarity with indigenous
communities. Without that terrorism enhancement, she would’ve served three years instead. She has also been
asked for restitution of $3,198,512.70 paid to Energy Transfer LLC. She reported to prison on August 11th and
she could do with letters of support and love. She likes nature, camping, swimming, hiking, theology, music,
gardening, laughter, and eco-sustainability. Keep up to date with her case and with all other ways to support
her whilst incarcerated on the support website: supportjessicareznicek.com.” See
https://www.abcf.net/blog/nyc-abc-political-prisoner-updates-9-7-21/
David Gilbert, convicted of murder in the Brinks robbery, was rightly granted clemency September 2
“We well remember the 1981 Brinks robbery and murders of two Nyack police officers and a Brinks guard that
devastated our community. Former Gov. Andrew Cuomo’s compassionate announcement of clemency for David
Gilbert, in his last hours in office, has reopened some of these old wounds. The grief and loss experienced by
the families of Sgt. Edward O’Grady, Officer Waverly Brown and Peter Page lasts to this day. We lift healing
prayers for their families who have lived with this loss for so long, and the tenets of our common faiths compel
us to work for the end to the violence that robbed them of their loved ones.” See lohud.com
Update on campaign to end the Isolation of Jamil Al-Amin (formerly H. Rap Brown) sept 2
“As a signatory to the open letter calling on the Federal Bureau of Prisons to end the isolation of Jamil Al-Amin
(formerly H. Rap Brown), I'm writing to you with a little positive news. My efforts to secure an in-person
interview with Jamil Al-Amin at the Federal Correctional Complex in Tucson, Arizona, were finally successful.
Earlier this year, the First Amendment Clinics at Cornell Law School and Arizona State University’s Sandra Day
O’Connor College of Law submitted a demand for me to be granted access to Jamil Al-Amin on First
Amendment grounds and promised to pursue legal action if the request was denied. The warden then granted
me telephone and video interview access to Jamil Al-Amin this spring and I was able to do an in-person
interview two weeks ago. Prior to the Clinics’ involvement, I had made three separate unsuccessful interview
requests to the former warden of the Federal Correctional Complex. The interviews with Jamil Al-Amin will be
crucial for the book I am writing on his life. Please continue to support the campaign to free Jamil Al-Amin. Use
the following link for more information on what you can do right now: https://linktr.ee/freeimamjamil. Arun”
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Update on Current Situation of Russell Maroon Shoatz Sept 5
“Make sure to watch the video and see how you can get involved: https://youtu.be/HtqXLYkr6vo. Hosted by
Jared Ball. With Nia Halston of the Abolitionist Law Center, Bro. Shep of the BPP and Zulu Nation, Russell Shoatz
III and Bro. Ka'Ba. https://www.facebook.com/freemaroonnow, https://linktr.ee/freemaroonnow.” “Nia Holston
is a Staff Attorney with Abolitionist Law Center (ALC). Born and raised in and around Philly, she is a licensed
attorney in Pennsylvania. She graduated from New York University School of Law, where she was a Root-TildenKern public interest scholar, participated in civil rights and youth justice defender clinics, led an organization
that trains law school students to represent children at their school suspension hearings, and organized around
racial justice issues on campus. Prior to joining ALC, she worked as a public defender at the Defender
Association of Philadelphia. Before law school, she worked as a paralegal at the Equal Justice Initiative in
Montgomery, Alabama.
Sadiki "Bro. Shep" Olugbala is a professional Child Care Worker and former Hunter College Black & Puerto Rican
Studies Department major who studied during the 70's under such noted scholars as Dr. John Henrik Clarke, Dr.
Marimba Ani, Dr. Luis Nieves Falcon and Dr. Yosef Ben-Johannon. A Bronx, New York native, "Bro. Shep" began
his life long work as a community activist as a 19 year old member of the New York State Chapter of the
"original" Black Panther Party where he worked as a Black Student Union organizer and reporter/distribution
manager for the Black Panther Black Community Newspaper. Today at the age of 66 years old, he continues that
revolutionary work today as a youth counselor, lecturer and workshop facilitator for The Community Survival
Program, National Black Panther Alumni Association and with the Universal Zulu Nation by utilizing Hip Hop
Culture as a tool for organizing and community building.” See
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HtqXLYkr6vo
Imprisoned in Sundown Towns: The Racial Politics of My Domestic Exile (2021) by Kevin Rashid Johnson Sept
6 “Power Reacts to All Threats Sept 6
“On July 12, 2021 I was transferred from the Indiana prison system to the Ohio Department of Rehabilitation
and Corrections (sic!). This was my sixth interstate prison system transfer in nine years. For a state prisoner,
which I am, that’s unheard of. Power reacts to all threats. Most of the many people I work with recognize these
transfers to be official reactions to my political work. A major component of my work has been against racism
and its central role as a counterrevolutionary tool and weapon of the capitalist imperialist system, used to
polarize the oppressed masses and pit them against each other. As comrade Fred Hampton Sr. of the original
Black Panther Party (BPP) said, you don’t fight fire with fire, you put fire out with water, and likewise, you don’t
fight racism with racism, you fight racism with solidarity. The correctness of this political line is proven by the
fact that the government’s consistent response to struggles for genuine solidarity across racial lines is to incite
and play up racial divisions. In fact it was the U.S. government that always tried to falsely portray the BPP as an
anti-white group…” See https://rashidmod.com/

(General)
Native American Voting Rights Are Under Attack In Republican-Run States Aug 15
“The current wave of voter suppression bills targets the Native vote that helped elect President Joe Biden and a
Democratic Senate majority.” “After turning out to vote in record numbers in 2020 despite the COVID-19
pandemic, Native Americans are now one of the biggest targets of Republican-backed voter suppression efforts
in states where their votes mattered the most. Republicans in states with significant Native populations like
Arizona, Kansas, Montana and more have enacted new laws that limit voter access in ways that
disproportionately impact Native voters. Imposing strict time limits on correcting a mail-in ballot, prohibiting
third-party ballot collection, implementing strict voter identification requirements and making it harder to pay
for election resources all negatively impact Native Americans in these states, largely due to specific
circumstances on reservations where many of them live.” See https://www.huffpost.com/entry/nativeamerican-voting-rights_n_6116d0f7e4b07c140314ed7a
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Cedric J. Robinson Aug 16
“Cedric J. Robinson was a political scientist, a scholar, a radical theorist, but more importantly, an activist and
political organiser. Born in Oakland, California, on November 5, 1940, Robinson attended the University of
California, Berkeley in 1963 studying Social Anthropology. Here, he gained a reputation as a political activist and
became one of the leaders of the NAACP (National Association for the Advancement of Colored People) campus
chapter. With a focus on anti-racist and anti-imperialist political organising, Robinson was involved in numerous
struggles on campus eventually being suspended by the administration for six-months. In this time he travelled
to Mexico (his second choice after Cuba), learned Spanish, lived and learned among the urban and rural poor,
radicalising him further and altering his perspective on the nature of capitalist imperialism in the global south
and the struggles of human liberation. Writing on his experience he said..” See https://portside.org/2021-0828/cedric-j-robinson
Facing revolt from police chiefs, U.S. Marshals agree to change body camera rules Aug 19
“Facing a revolt from police chiefs, the Justice Department has agreed for the first time to allow local police
assigned to federal fugitive task forces to release body camera video to the public after officer-involved
shootings, according to memos obtained by NBC News.” “The move to give police departments control over
body camera video is a major shift for an agency that has come under fire by critics calling for greater
transparency. It also highlights the willingness of local police officials to stand up to federal authorities in an era
of police reform…” See https://www.nbcnews.com/politics/justice-department/facing-revolt-police-chiefs-u-smarshals-agree-change-body-n1277029
11 Palestinian prisoner in Israeli jails continue hunger strike Aug 19
“11 Palestinian prisoners remain in an open hunger strike in protest of their unfair administrative detention in
Israeli jails without a charge or trial. The Palestinian Commission of Detainees’ and ex-Detainees’ Affairs said on
Thursday that 11 Palestinian prisoners in Israeli jails continue their hunger strike; the longest hunger-striker is
40-year-old Salem Ziadat who has been on hunger strike for 39 days. Until June 8, the number of the prisoners
who started a hunger strike was 13, on June 12, the number became 12, and one June 17, the number of the
hunger-striking prisoners became 9. Today, with another two Palestinian prisoners who have started hunger
strike before two days ago, the number became 11.” See https://qudsnen.co/?p=28389
People were aging and dying in prison, withering away to nothing with no chance of ever returning to the
free world: Life without parole has turned Pa.’s prisons into hospices for the hopeless Aug 19
“I watched incarcerated people enter hospice and die, with me as a volunteer and stranger serving the role of
their only family. While I’d come to think prisons were intended to rehabilitate people, my time spent
incarcerated opened my eyes. People were aging and dying in prison, withering away to nothing with no chance
of ever returning to the free world.” “For those who were not terminal enough and don’t die within a year of
their release, their congratulations for living is a one-way-ticket back to prison…” See https://www.penncapitalstar.com/commentary/life-without-parole-has-turned-pa-s-prisons-into-hospices-for-the-hopeless-opinion/
Honoring Nat Turner’s rebellion − a blow against slavery Aug 20
“August 21 marks the 190th anniversary of the bold, courageous insurrection against the genocidal system of
enslavement led by Nat Turner in 1831. Although the capitalist ruling class and media have vilified Turner, he
has been viewed as a hero by millions of Black and other oppressed people in the U.S. and worldwide…” See
https://www.workers.org/2021/08/58488/
Palestinian woman is spending 3rd month in solitary confinement in Israeli prison Aug 20
“Palestinian prisoner Fadwa Hamada remains in solitary detention in Israeli jails for the third month in a row,
her husband has said, the Palestinian Information Centre reported. Munther Hamada said: "My wife has been
in solitary confinement for more than 80 days, although she suffers from several diseases." Hamada explained,
in a press statement, that Fadwa sent a message through a freed prisoner, in which she appealed: "Enough is
enough, I am destroyed, take me out of the injustice I am in." See middleeastmonitor.com.
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Why is the US right suddenly interested in Native American adoption law? Aug 23
“A 1978 law tried to remedy adoption practices created to forcibly assimilate Native children. Now conservative
lawyers are arguing that the law constitutes ‘reverse racism’. George Armstrong Custer of the Seventh Cavalry
was infamous during the 19th-century Indian wars for riding into the enemy camp, holding Native women,
children and elders hostage at gunpoint, and forcing the surrender of the tribe. He systematically attacked and
captured civilians to crush Indigenous resistance, which is partly how he defeated the Cheyenne at the Battle of
Washita River in 1868. Cheyenne, Lakota, and Arapaho warriors later killed Custer as he fled after trying the
same hostage-taking ploy at the Battle of Greasy Grass in 1876. Attacking non-combatants, especially children,
to enable the conquest of land by destroying the family…” See
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/aug/23/why-is-the-right-suddenly-interested-in-nativeamerican-adoption-law
Nightmarish Specter of Lynchings in Mississippi Aug 23

“Between 1882 and 1968 there were 4,743 lynchings in this country according to data compiled by Tuskegee
University.1 In the state of Mississippi, there were 581 lynchings between 1877 and 1950—more than in any
other state. This includes the lynching of 14-year-old Emmett Till in 1955; the 1963 assassination of civil rights
leader Medgar Evers; and the 1964 killings of three white civil rights workers—James Chaney, Andrew
Goodman, and Michael Schwerner. Now evidence has been found that since the year 2000 there have been at
least eight lynchings of Black men in Mississippi alone, their bodies all found hanging from trees. In each of
those eight cases the deaths were ruled suicides. But based on nearly five years of research and investigation
Attorney Jill Collen Jefferson, founder of the civil rights law firm Julian Legal, believes all of these hangings were
murders. As she told a Washington Post reporter: “lynchings never stopped in the United States. Lynchings in
Mississippi never stopped. The evil bastards just stopped taking photographs and passing them around like
baseball cards.” See https://revcom.us/a/714/nightmarish-specter-of-lynchings-in-mississippi-en.html
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It’s time to free Black revolutionaries from US prisons Aug 25

(“Stokely Carmichael, later known as Kwame Ture, speaking at the University of California at Berkeley. Photograph: Everett Collection
Historical/Alamy-Pic.” Retrieved from https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/aug/25/its-time-to-free-blackrevolutionaries-from-us-prisons)

“Since 1979, the Black August holiday has honored Black freedom fighters. Today, we can celebrate the
occasion by demanding the release of prisoners…While the rise of the Black Lives Matter movement has
increased the profile of holidays like Juneteenth and Black History Month, there is one important Black
celebration that remains at the margins of American popular consciousness. Black August is a month-long
commemoration dedicated to freedom fighters lost in the struggle for Black liberation, particularly those who
were killed by US authorities or who perished behind bars. Celebrants of Black August view crimes committed
by some of these revolutionaries as acts of war against a system already at war with them. With the release of
movies like Shaka King’s biopic of the assassinated Black Panther Party leader Fred Hampton and data showing
that a large number of Americans now see individual acts of police violence as part of a larger racist system, the
politics and culture behind Black August are becoming increasingly mainstream. If new generations of
Americans can understand the war that was waged against Black radicals, and against Black Americans as a
whole, they should honor Black August by demanding the release of the radicals still incarcerated in a racist
system.” See https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2021/aug/25/its-time-to-free-blackrevolutionaries-from-us-prisons
The Gassing Of Satartia: A CO2 pipeline in Mississippi ruptured last year, sickening dozens of people. What
does it forecast for the massive proposed buildout of pipelines across the U.S.? Aug 26
“It was just after 7 p.m. when residents of Satartia, Mississippi, started smelling rotten eggs. Then a greenish
cloud rolled across Route 433 and settled into the valley surrounding the little town. Within minutes, people
were inside the cloud, gasping for air, nauseated and dazed. Some two dozen individuals were overcome within
a few minutes, collapsing in their homes; at a fishing camp on the nearby Yazoo River; in their vehicles. Cars just
shut off, since they need oxygen to burn fuel. Drivers scrambled out of their paralyzed vehicles, but were so
disoriented that they just wandered around in the dark. The first call to Yazoo County Emergency Management
Agency came at 7:13 p.m. on February 22, 2020.” See https://www.huffpost.com/entry/gassing-satartiamississippi-co2-pipeline_n_60ddea9fe4b0ddef8b0ddc8f
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INDIGENOUS PEOPLES AND BLACK COMMUNITIES OF ALL CONTINENTS JOIN THE MOVEMENT AGAINST THE
LINE 3 PROJECT Aug 26
“A delegation of representatives from six countries of America, representing Black and Indigenous communities
and organizations belonging to the Black and Indigenous Liberation Movement (BILM) joined the Anishinaabe
Nation and other Indigenous Peoples under the United States to demand that Enbridge Corporation stop the
construction of the Line 3 oil pipeline, as well as all extractivist, racists, and colonial projects that violate their
rights, territories and culture.” See https://dgrnewsservice.org/civilization/ecocide/habitat-loss/indigenouspeoples-and-black-communities-of-all-continents-join-the-movement-against-the-line-3-project/
Dying the day you are released from jail Aug 26
“Sudden cardiac death,” is the cause listed on my uncle Bryan’s death certificate. But it didn’t feel sudden at all
— not when you factor in his underlying mental and physical health problems, years of poor prison medical
care and the fact that he caught COVID-19 in his Arizona jail.” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/08/26/my-uncle-died-the-day-he-was-released-from-jail-i-m-stilltrying-to-understand-why
The Supreme Court has sided with the police at the expense of Black Americans Aug 26
“The Senate has left for its August recess, meaning that two of the primary negotiators for policing legislation -Republican Sen. Tim Scott of South Carolina and Democratic Sen. Cory Booker of New Jersey -- can add another
blown deadline to the tally. More than a year after the police killings of Breonna Taylor, George Floyd, Rayshard
Brooks and other Black Americans catalyzed a summer of uprisings, the atmosphere remains thick with calls for
social transformation. Mostly, civil rights activists have laid the responsibility for curbing police abuse at the feet
of national lawmakers, whose efforts have so far yielded nothing.” See
https://www.cnn.com/2021/08/26/politics/policing-supreme-court-race-deconstructed-newsletter/index.html
‘David got a rock and a slingshot and knocked Goliath out’: The National Black Accord by Timothy Farrell Aug
28

(Photo: Keshawn Walker, founder of the new revolutionary organization the National Black Accord, is working on the ground in
Cleveland, Ohio, conducting meetings and political education classes to build a new direction for Black Americans. Walker is being
mentored by Prison Lives Matter founder and Bay View writer Kwame Shakur. On Saturday, Aug. 14, 2021, Walker put together a rally in
honor of Black August that included several local allied organizations working for liberation. – Photo: Timothy Farrell” Retrieved from
sfbayview.com)

“On Saturday, Aug. 14, 2021, the National Black Accord (NBA), based in Cleveland, Ohio, held a rally and
political education event in honor of Black August and in support of the liberation of all people oppressed by
imperialism, colonialism and capitalism. The organization was established in May 2021 around selfdetermination – not simply through ideology, but through an effective implementation of plans that build a selfsufficient community. In addition to having speakers talk about their important work, the NBA provided a
packet of revolutionary resources that included information on the work of key organizations as well as
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recommended readings and podcasts to enhance the political education necessary to bring about revolutionary
goals and ideals.
Keshawn Walker and revolution in Cleveland and beyond
NBA co-founder and spokesperson Keshawn Walker is currently being mentored by Indiana’s Wabash
Correctional Facility political prisoner Kwame Shakur, a disciple of former Black Panther and Black Liberation
Army member Jalil Muntaqim, who spent nearly 50 years in prison before being released in October 2020.
Walker led the rally and was joined by speakers Robin Brown, founder of Concerned Citizens Organized Against
Lead(CCOAL), and Mariah Crenshaw, CEO and founder of Chasing Justice, LLC.
Walker opened by acknowledging Shakur and his influence as well as the NBA’s working in concert with Spirit of
Mandela and National Jericho Movement, Prison Lives Matter (PLM) and the New Afrikan Liberation
Collective(NALC). The Spirit of Mandela is charging the U.S. government, its states and its agencies with human
and civil rights violations against Black, Brown and Indigenous people at the October 2021 International
Tribunal in New York City. Kwame Shakur is the founder of PLM and co-founder of the NALC along with longtime
political prisoner Shaka Shakur. “Thank you to everybody for being here. It is a prime example of a revolution.
Everybody here in their own right is taking part in a revolution – whether they know it or not. That’s what we
need. Cleveland is a revolutionary city, and we are going to show that it is, Walker stated…” See
https://sfbayview.com/2021/08/david-got-a-rock-and-a-slingshot-and-knocked-goliath-out-the-national-blackaccord/
Post-9/11 Stings Targeted People Who Posed No Threat. They Remain in Prison. Aug 29
“Right up until his death in 2018, Ferik Duka dreamed of seeing his three eldest sons, Shain, Dritan, and Eljvir,
freed from prison. In 2009, the three brothers were sentenced to life for their role in an alleged plot to attack
the Fort Dix military base in New Jersey. The convictions followed a terrorism sting led by then-U.S. Attorney for
the District of New Jersey Chris Christie that ran for over a year and involved multiple government informants.
The brothers’ incarceration put an end to Ferik Duka’s immigrant dream: Decades earlier, he had brought his
family to the United States from Albania in search of peace and opportunity. “My dad’s prayers, before he
passed away, were the saddest thing in the world,” said Ferik’s youngest son, Burim Duka. “He’d pray to God to
bring his sons home, so he could see all of them together as a family one last time, and then he could die happy.”
See theintercept.com
Black Americans die at higher rates than white Americans at nearly every age-The Black Mortality Gap, and a
Century-Old Document Aug 30
“1 in 5 African American deaths happens earlier than if they were White. Black doctors say the Flexner Report
holds clues to the health system’s role in racial health disparities. If Black Americans died at the same rates as
White Americans, in 2019 about 294,000 Black Americans would have died. But, due to racial disparities in
mortality, Black Americans die younger at almost every age. Here are actual deaths in 2019: over 72,000 more
Black Americans died at younger ages…” “The biggest inequality affected Black infants, who had more than
twice the White infant mortality rate. In 2019, almost 3,600 more Black babies died before their first
birthday.” See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/08/30/the-black-mortality-gap-and-a-century-olddocument
On Israel’s History of Targeting Pregnant Palestinian Women Aug 31
“In late August 2021, Palestinian prisoner Anhar Al-Deek, who is nine months pregnant, wrote a moving letter
to her family. “What should I do if I give birth far from you? I am tied up, how can I give birth via cesarean
section when I am alone in prison?” she asked, then added, “I am exhausted, and I had severe pains in the
pelvis and severe pain in my legs due to sleeping on the prison beds. I do not know how I want to sleep on it
after my delivery operation.” According to Shatha Hammad, officers accused her of attempting to carry out a
stabbing attack, but have not ruled on her family’s appeal to have her released for the birth of the child in what
appears to be a complicated medical situation. Anhar’s mother Aisha told Middle East Eye reporters that her
daughter had gone out for a walk where she was attacked by Israeli soldiers who accused her of trying to stab
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them. They continued to beat her, Aisha said, even though she told them repeatedly that she was pregnant.”
See palestinechronicle.com
Gazans hold vigil in solidarity with Palestinian detainee about to give birth in Israeli jail Sept 1
“People in the Gaza Strip held on Wednesday a vigil in solidarity with Palestinian detainee in Israeli jails Anhar
al-Deek, who is due to give birth at any time in the coming few days, as she is in her ninth month. Many Gazans
participated in the vigil in front of the International Committee of the Red Cross office in Gaza, spreading the
voice and condition of the 25-year-old al-Deek from Kafr Ni’ma town in Ramallah as she is due to give birth
while she is still held inside the Israeli jails. They were holding banners that read: Freedom for the mother
Anhar al-Deek and free all Palestinian prisoners and women held in Israeli jails.” See
https://qudsnen.co/?p=28830
Israel to Release Pregnant Prisoner Anhar Al-Deek on $12,500 Bail Sept 2
“Israeli occupation authorities decided to release Anhar al-Deek, who is in her ninth month, with a 40thousand-shekel ($12,500) bail and house arrest in her family’s house. The Palestinian Commission of Detainees’
and ex-Detainees’ Affairs said on Thursday that the occupation authorities accepted to release the 25-year-old
Anhar al-Deek, as she is due to give birth any moment in the coming few days. Anhar, however, will be released
with a 40-thousand-shekel bail and house arrest in her family’s house. Al-Deek, from the Kafr Ni’ma town west
of Ramallah, has two children and was detained when she was four months pregnant. Last week, she appealed
to the international community to pressure Israel to release her and allow her to give birth outside prison.” See
palestinechronicle.com
Mandela in Cuba Sept 3
“Nelson Mandela visited the
island nation in 1991. His
interactions with Fidel Castro
would inform some of his
negotiations with the National
Party to end apartheid.” “When
Nelson Mandela was released
from prison in 1990, he asked me
to write his speeches. At one
point, Thabo Mbeki and myself
were both designated as official
speech writers. I didn’t think
Mbeki was so keen and I certainly
was not very keen, because my
main job was as ANC head of
political education and that
entailed a great deal of work.
However, I did put a lot of effort into writing the speeches, because I understood that everything you wrote for
Mandela would become historic, so you had to ensure that you chose every word carefully. I remember at the
time that if I was asked to do a speech, I would go home in the afternoon and bring it in the next morning. Carol
Paton, who is now the editor-at-large at Business Day, would edit it and then I would give it to Mandela’s office.
Over time, I indicated to him that I would prefer not to write speeches, and I did so less often. But there were
certain types of speeches that he specifically wanted me to do, for example, when he was awarded an honorary
doctorate from a university and had to speak to the type of audience that I knew well.” See
https://portside.org/2021-09-03/mandela-cuba (“25 July 1991: Nelson Mandela and Fidel Castro during Mandela's historic
visit to Cuba soon after he was released from prison, Lily Franey/ Gamma-Rapho” Photo retrieved from https://portside.org/2021-0903/mandela-cuba )
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Six Palestinian Prisoners Escape Israeli Prison Through Tunnel : Palestinians celebrate Sept 6
“The Palestinians in Jenin celebrated the successful escape operation of six Palestinian prisoners from an Israeli
prison, where they were imprisoned and sentenced to life. In a statement made shortly after the event, the
Islamic Jihad called the escape “heroic” and added that it will “shock the Israeli defense system.” Hamas
spokesperson Fawzi Barhoum praised the fugitives saying “the escape proves the bravery of these prisoners,
achieving freedom despite such strict security measures. It’s a heroic and impressive action.” See
english.pnn.ps
About final requests from death row-From Last Meals to Last Words, What Can Death Row Prisoners Request
Before They Die? Sept 7
“John Henry Ramirez does not want to die alone. The Texas prisoner knows that at his execution, scheduled for
Wednesday evening, he will be able to see witnesses through a pane of glass. A stoic prison official will
probably be standing near his head. But Ramirez also wants his Baptist pastor to lay a hand on him as he dies.
“It's part of my faith –- there's so much about the power of touch,” Ramirez told The Marshall Project during an
interview last week. “You bless someone at the time of their most spiritual need.” The Texas Department of
Criminal Justice told Ramirez this was against the rules. Ramirez, who was convicted of stabbing to death a
Corpus Christi convenience store worker named Pablo Castro during a robbery in 2004, sued, saying it violated
the First Amendment’s guarantee of religious freedom. The agency declined to comment for this story, citing
the litigation, but has previously said in news reports and court filings that Ramirez’s request could create a
security risk…” See https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/09/07/from-last-meals-to-last-words-what-candeath-row-prisoners-request-before-they-die
A Muslim American prisoner after 9/11 Sept 8
“I’m a Pakistani-American Muslim in a Prison 5 Miles From the Twin Towers. Since 9/11, I’ve Been Treated Like
the Enemy. It doesn’t matter how American I feel. The labels applied to me are “foreign,” “terrorist,” “inmate”
and “other.” “For Tariq MaQbool, a Pakistani American Muslim serving a life sentence, the fall of the Twin
Towers on 9/11 ushered in an era of bigotry aimed at him in New Jersey’s criminal justice system. He faced it
from the lawyers who handled his murder case — on both sides. He faced it from fellow prisoners, and from
corrections officers charged with protecting him. He even faced it from fellow Muslim prisoners. “Every terror
attack by extremist Muslims was placed squarely on my shoulders,” See
https://www.themarshallproject.org/2021/09/09/i-m-a-pakistani-american-muslim-in-a-prison-5-miles-fromthe-twin-towers-since-9-11-i-ve-been-treated-like-the-enemy
‘Horror Island’: NYC politicians touring Rikers witness filth, overcrowding and inmate’s attempted suicide Sep
13
“Welcome to “Horror Island” — where New York City inmates are confined in their own filth, staff doesn’t show
up to work and one detainee tries to hang himself in full view of state legislators. Shocked lawmakers touring
Rikers Island Monday said they witnessed a detainee attempt suicide at the troubled jail complex in the midst
of a “humanitarian crisis.” Assemblywoman Jessica Gonzalez-Rojas and state Sen. Jessica Ramos said they were
visiting the intake area of the Otis Bantum Correctional Center when they came upon the inmate in distress.”
See https://www.nydailynews.com/new-york/nyc-crime/ny-pols-tour-rikers-island-decry-conditions-20210914c7tkloonubhmzidc4y3mndbtbq-story.html
"I had the most beautiful five days in my life. Seeing occupied Palestine was a dream coming true" Sept 15
“In the first visit by his lawyer after Gilboa prison break, Ya’qoub Qadiri said that he will try to free himself again
as there is nothing like freedom. During a visit by his lawyer Hanan Al Khatib, Qadiri said on Wednesday that
Israeli forces exposed them to strip searches after rearranging them. Al Khatib said that Qadiri and the other
three prisoners have been undergoing a harsh interrogation, in which a large number of interrogators and
dozens of Israelis, who were covering their faces and torturing the prisoners, participated. “They were held in a
small cell, which lacks the most basic necessities of life”, Al Khatib said. “Talking about the five days of freedom
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which he lived, Qadiri described them as “the most beautiful five days in my life. Seeing occupied Palestine was
a dream coming true.” See https://qudsnen.co/?p=29359

In the Spirit of Mandela Campaign
2O21’ IS THE YEAR TO FREE ALL U.S. HELD POLITICAL PRISONERS & POWS
FREE EM’ ALL: PRISONER ADVOCACY AND JUSTICE NEWS!
In the Spirit of Mandela: International Tribunal On Human Rights Violations & U.S. Held Political Prisoners

New York City... Friday, October 22, 2021 – Monday, October 25, 2021
To: All Prisoner Advocacy Organizations, Campaigns & Individuals
From: National Jericho Movement - Spirit Of Mandela Coalition, Outreach Committee
Re: 2021 International Tribunal On Human Rights Violations & U.S. Held Political Prisoners
Greetings Friends, Families, Comrades & Supporters of U.S. Captured Freedom Fighters,
The “In the Spirit of Mandela” IT (International
Tribunal) 2021 campaign was proposed by cofounder of the National Jericho Movement Jalil
Abdul Muntaqim. This initiative appeals to the
international community, including the
International Commission of Jurists, to call for
special hearings within the United Nations to
review the cases of Political Prisoners. In
collaboration with interested others, much
headway is being made regarding organizing and
media efforts. The campaign “In the Spirit of
Mandela” has almost completed the research,
and the academic team will meet with the
lawyers for an initial review of the condensed
summary points. Collaborating, attending
working sessions, media prep, among other activities continue.
Set your calendars now: The International Tribunal on U.S. Human Rights Violations and Political Prisoners
(ITUSHRPP) is set to take place in October 2021.
We intend to document, in detailed evidentiary form and utilizing all available contemporary human rights
precedents, the gross violations faced by colonized people and those who have defended basic selfdetermination principles. But this will not be a narrow or dry legalistic affair. This people’s Tribunal is designed
to both educate and mobilize, so renewed fight back movements can emerge and be strengthened.
We Are Aware That We Stand on Formidable Shoulders
In the 1940’s, W.E.B. DuBois first petitioned the newly-formed United Nations regarding the rights of U.S.-born
people of African descent; in the 1950’s Paul Robeson was one of a number who “Charged Genocide” against
the U.S. government to the global body. Minister Malcolm X’s formation in 1964 of the Organization of AfroAmerican Unity was part of a direct campaign to put the case of “the 22 million Black people who are the
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victims of Americanism” before the Organization of African Unity and the U.N. On Human Rights Day 1978,
attorney Lennox Hinds— working on behalf of the National Conference of Black Lawyers, the Commission for
Racial Justice of the United Church of Christ, and the National Alliance Against Racism—petitioned the UN’s
Human Rights Commission, resulting in a team of seven international jurists investigating cases of gross
violations pertaining to U.S. political prisoners.
Throughout the 1980’s and 1990’s, Dr. Luis Nieves Falcon and a wide array of petitioners held a variety of
Tribunals in Europe, the U.S., and Puerto Rico, with verdicts indicating further abuses of the U.S. prison, police,
political, and military systems. And in 2014, the UN Human Rights Committee issued a report criticizing the U.S.
for 25 distinct violations of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights. We are aware that the
people’s voice—including the voices of our long-incarcerated elders—must be heard!
Dr. Mutulu Shakur asserted the need for a U.S. process of truth and reconciliation, and many have begun to
discuss and implement grassroots forum for truth-telling, where witnesses listen and reflect upon voices “from
the margins” to organize for an end to structural and militarized state violence. Jalil Muntaqim has called for a
campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela,” where the international social and political context which helped revise
the Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners in 2015 be utilized in the case of those
incarcerated in the U.S. Our International Tribunal will call for testimony from both sides of the wall, both on
issues of the torturous conditions of political imprisonment and on the root colonial and neo-colonial
conditions and repression which inevitably lead to growing numbers of political prisoners. We will not separate
the work to free our prisoners with the work to free the land, and for ultimate liberation of all.”
Get Ready for I.T. 2021! I.T. 2021 (International Tribunal October 2021). Please begin to prepare for the
“International Tribunal” organized by the In the Spirit of Mandela Coalition. At this date we solicit your
assistance in the brainstorming, planning, and donating. We value your input and what you do and have done
for the movement and championing real issues impacting communities across America, prisons, and people of
color. The “In the Spirit of Mandela” initiative is the brainchild of Jericho’s co-founder Jalil Muntaqim (Anthony
Bottom). Hopefully, you will agree to assist, and if you do, please feel free to engage at your own level of
comfort and capacity.
Dates: Friday, October 22nd – Monday, October 25, 2021. Location: Malcolm X and Dr. Betty Shabazz Center,
3940 Broadway, New York, NY 10032.
Formally indicting the United States government and its States with historical, systematic, and ongoing human
rights violations against people of color, working class people, and the planet! Outcomes Reparations
Establishment of People’s Senate International Solidarity Truth & Justice Commission to Free All Political
Prisoners.
Contact your local Representative or:
Jihad Abdulmumit, Outreach Committee Representative
jihadabdulmumit@gmail.com
https://spiritofmandela.org/
804-304-8595

Get Ready for I.T. 2021!

Jericho meets virtually to work on the campaign “In the Spirit of Mandela/I.T. 2021”. Due to Covid19, our
meetings are online. For future meetings contact spiritofmandela1@gmail.com if you are interested in
becoming involved. We invite you to support this initiative. Everyone is encouraged to check out the website
http://spiritofmandela.org. In the Spirit of Mandela, activists across the country are urged to join and support in
whatever way they are able in political solidarity toward the building of the National Coalition for the Human
Rights of Political Prisoners”.
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“It is said that no one truly knows a nation until one has been inside its jails. A nation should not be judged by
how it treats its highest citizens, but its lowest ones.” Nelson Mandela
“The government can become so elitist and concentrate on elitist interests. To help the government, you must
constantly hold its attention.” Winnie Madikizela-Mandela
The IN THE SPIRIT OF MANDELA coalition invites you to join our campaign to develop an International Coalition
to acknowledge, recognize and push for the release of US held Political Prisoners. The conditions under which
US political prisoners are forced to live, and the length of their sentences violates international law and the UN
Nelson Mandela Rules. In December 2015, the United Nations General Assembly adopted its landmark
resolution 70/175 entitled “United Nations Standard Minimum Rules for the Treatment of Prisoners (the Nelson
Mandela Rules”) (https://www.penalreform.org/priorities/prison-conditions/standard-minimum-rules/). These
Rules condemn the United States’ policies and practices of punitive solitary confinement, medical neglect and
long-term solitary confinement.
This particular international initiative stems from a call from co-founder of the National Jericho Movement to
Free All Political Prisoners, Jalil Abdul Muntaqim. Although efforts to present our issues in the international
arena certainly are not new—Malcolm X urged such in the 1960s—this Initiative begins with a much-needed
renewed energy, focus and commitment.
While constantly organizing and soliciting endorsers and sponsors, our first campaign objective was contacting
the International Commission of Jurists (ICJ) (https://www.icj.org) to initiate a formal investigation into the
holding of Political Prisoners in the United States. Representatives from the ICJ had come to the United States
before in 1979 to visit Political prisoners Sundiata Acoli and Ed Poindexter. Some forty years later these
prisoners still remain in prison. Ultimately, we hope to use this investigation to bring the following results:
• Generate international awareness and attention
• Implore the United Nation to convene a Truth and Reconciliation Tribunal to explore, expose and address
the social, economic, and political historic conditions of people of color, and particularly black people in the
United States, revolutionaries and movement organizations that struggle against these conditions, and the
government’s brutal and illegal response to those organizations and people resulting in the deaths and
incarcerations of hundreds
• Build political and legal pressure to call for the release of Political Prisoners
We realize that we have a difficult job ahead, but the more national and international solidarity we garner, the
greater the chances for victory. We hope you will join the campaign by 1. Agreeing to support by clearly identifying your organization and contact person;
2. Providing your accurate email and phone number (We will keep you informed of developments of this
initiative); and
3. Partaking of the unique experience of collectively brain storming strategies to bring this struggle to
the international arena and to the United Nations.
Your input is valued at any level.
In Solidarity,
The National Jericho Movement
In the Spirit of Mandela Coalition
FREE ALL U.S. HELD POLITICAL PRISONERS!!!
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Moving Forward
As we move towards accomplishing our goals, we seek to continue to form new alliances to help build a more
unified front both nationally and internationally. We look forward to expanding our scope of services as well as
increasing our dedicated members, especially reaching out to the youth to carry on the torch of justice for not
only our beloved freedom fighters who are now elders still in these dungeons, but also for those Political
Prisoners who are to come in the future-and surely, they will, given the escalating oppression and fascism that
is swiftly seeping through every “right” in this country. Unless a sudden change permeates the power
structures, the number of political prisoners will grow. COINTELPRO is still alive and running many missives in
which to entrap those who oppose the tyrannical, oppressive & racism regime. Our hope is to unify the people
who truly want to move forward towards a better future for all, not just some—and to use the power of unified
numbers to stand as strong as a spider web against those who have chosen a destructive path to abolish human
rights. As our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War are aging and too many have already died behind these
dungeon walls, it is imperative that we as a collective, continue to go even harder in the quest for their freedom.
They have been waiting patiently... for 30, 40, 50 years. As Jericho has withstood many obstacles in the past 20+
years, we are still here, and we will not fall back. We are relentless in bringing our beloved freedom fighters’
home. “For to be free is not merely to cast off one’s chains, but to live in a way that respects and enhances the
freedom of others.”―Nelson Mandela

Gratitude and Appreciation
It is with great gratitude that we express our sincere appreciation to you-our supporters. Without your help,
we could not accomplish all that we do for our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War. From helping their families
visit them, to assisting with legal and medical needs, to putting monies in their commissary as well as providing
forums wherein we can hold events to educate others about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War, your
support helps make this possible. We know it, and our Political Prisoner’s/Prisoners of War know it as well.
There is power in the people, and this is where freedom lies. It is because of people such as yourselves, who so
graciously give of your time, your donations as well as your thoughts towards this cause, that brings us closer to
the day when we can finally say-They are Home at Last....Can you imagine? After sacrificing for the communitythe community is the one who brings them home. After languishing in a steel dungeon waiting for freedom for
decades, when that door finally swings open and they finally step into their family’s arms for good, it will be a
powerful day indeed.
We are all links that join together as one. No act, no deed is too small. Together we are strong, powerful. We
just have to keep going-as they did back in the days when they were fighting the same old oppressive, racist
regime.
“Freedom can never be taken for granted. Each generation must safeguard it and extend it. Your parents and
elders sacrificed much so that you should have freedom without suffering what they did. Use this precious
right to ensure that the darkness of the past never return.”―Nelson Mandela.
Thank you-for safeguarding and extending the fight for justice, freedom, and human rights. There is a light
down the way, it is called our children’s eyes. May they know a better world.
As you know, the obstacles to helping free our political prisoners are immense. It is to challenge the
superpower and its many facets. It is to fight repression through education, organizing, mobilizing, and creating
a movement that embraces freedom and dignity for all people and freedom for all Political Prisoners.

Your financial support at this time is needed for Jericho’s continued work and effectiveness.
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If you cannot support financially, please do continue to read our newsletters, share them widely, tell others
about our Political Prisoners/Prisoners of War-volunteer to help us if you can, for everything matters and no
sincere deed is left unnoticed. We are the ones, for a prisoner’s options are limited, we have the key, we just
have to figure out together, how to unlock those doors.

Free all Political Prisoners!
In Struggle and Gratitude, The National Jericho Movement
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Please consider signing up to be a being a Monthly Sustainer!
Your Generous Contributions Help Us Provide Real Support to our Political Prisoners!
___ $25 ___ $50 ___$75 ___$100___$250 ___$ Other___
There are two ways to donate:
Please make non-deductible donations to:
National Jericho Treasury
Mail to: “Jericho Treasury/Michael Alston”
Ashanti Alston
162 Miller Ave,Providence, R.I. 02905

For tax deductible receipt, send donations to:
Please make the check out to: IFCO/Jericho
Mail to: IFCO/Jericho, PO Box 1368
Orange, New Jersey 07051-1368

Or visit our website at: http://www.thejerichomovement.com/donate and click our “donate” button.

